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Abstrat
In reent years more attention has been paid to the hemial side of injeted water used in halk
formations to help produe hydroarbons. It seems the brine has a tendeny to reat with the
formation itself if it ontains the right substanes, even sea water has this eet. Espeially the
halk experienes the phenomenon alled water weakening whih aets the roks response to
external loading, but also its wettability.
Experiments have been performed in the laboratory at the University of Stavanger on halk
ore plugs. Essentially the ores have been exposed to a brine under high pressure and temperature
(representative reservoir onditions) a long time to reah equilibrium. Then dierent brines have
been injeted through the ore at the given onditions at xed rates typially around 1 PV (pore
volume) per day by varying the inlet/outlet pressure. Responses suh as ore deformations and
outlet onentrations have been measured. SEM images were used to study omposition of the
ores.
The experiments showed that results are sensitive to injetion onentration of the ions Ca2+,
Mg2+ and SO2−4 . Rok omposition hanged after ooding. Espeially injeting MgCl2-solution
gave preipitation of a magnesium-based mineral, and ooding with seawater gave preipitation of
a sulphate based mineral. The results are believed related to dissolution/preipitation reations
in an interplay with onvetion, diusion and aqueous hemial reations. A mathematial model
[22℄ has been developed that is able to repliate the outlet measurements with good auray. It
was developed by S. Evje, A. Hiorth, M. Madland and R. Korsnes. The same authors presented
supportive experimental data and some alterations in [23℄.
The fous of this thesis is to expand the original model. Espeially we inlude the mineral
dolomite as a preipitate and we let rok properties suh as porosity and permeability hange with
rok omposition. Some relevant experiments are also suggested to better estimate parameters
used in the model.
The water weakening eet has impat on areas suh as porosity, permeability (plugging or
opening of pores), ompressibility (higher rok expansion means more produed pore uid), ten-
sile strength (an aet frature pressure), wettability, residual saturations, water breakthrough,
reovery and subsidene.
Chapter 1
Summary
In this thesis the model developed in [22, 23℄ has been investigated and further developed. The
mineral dolomite was inluded to the minerals alite, magnesite and anhydrite. Porosity was
inluded as a funtion of the mineral omposition. Some suggestions are given to explore eets
on permeability and pressure, but under the assumptions of the model they are both eliminated
from the system and no relevant data was available for testing.
Computer simulations show that dolomite by itself and magnesite by itself as the only magnesium-
bearing mineral preipitating in the ore an explain the euents measured at the outlet. However,
to explain SEM observations the presene of both is required. Several ombinations of rate pa-
rameters are possible to t the experimental euent data in eah model (dolomite only, magnesite
only, dolomite and magnesite), but the magnesite model gave more options to determine a best
t than the dolomite model.
The simulations predited a steady dissolution of alite and preipitation of the minerals
magnesite, dolomite and anhydrite when the environment suggested so. The net eet was a very
low variation in porosity (from 0.48 to 0.47), both loally and on average, even after a period of
20 days. The reason is that the dissolved minerals are replaed by preipitating minerals and the
omposition hanges. This onlusion is supported by the mass balane of ions where exess Ca2+
is produed while Mg2+- and SO2−4 -ions are retained in the ore ompared to a simulation with
no reations.
2 models were tested: one with onstant porosity in the equations, with porosity only as a
funtion of the solution of mineral omposition. The other where porosity varied in the equations
as well being oupled with the rest of the system. The low variation in porosity made the results
from the 2 models undistinguishable.
The model does not aount for available surfae area in the reations and that would probably
improve the t with experimental data at early times to a great extent.
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Chapter 2
Reservoir roks and geology
2.1 The geologial aspet
When minerals are deposited, buried and ompated they beome part of a sedimentary rok, per
denition. The deposition an our by transport of grains, hemials an preipitate from solution
or small organisms an leave shells and skeletons of mineral omposition. During the ompation
the spae between the grains is redued sine the aumulating overburden fores will fore the
grains to pak into tighter ongurations. In this proess the volume oupied by uids is redued
either beause they esape or beause they are ompated more easily until the pore pressure
fratures an opening. Weak minerals an be ground into smaller piees leaving a denser paking.
However, most sedimentary roks retain a relatively large fration of pore volume, porosity, of
many tens perent and that is why sedimentary roks are good for storing hydroarbons.
The burial proess is also key to the formation of petroleum. When organi material is buried
in a manner that preserves it from oxidation then it will be exposed to a gradual inrease in
temperature and pressure. Smaller organi moleules transform into larger omplex substanes.
The organi material is by denition divided into kerogen and bitumen. Kerogen is the part
insoluble in organi solvents, while bitumen (oil in solid state) is the soluble part. Suh proesses
begin shallow ompared to the formation of petroleum. When kerogen is exposed to high pressure
and temperature over long time it turns into petroleum. The oil window is a range of temperatures
where oil generation is possible. Oil begins to form at 60
oC with optimal onditions between
100-120
oC. At temperatures higher than 180 oC a proess alled raking breaks down heavy
moleules into smaller omponents. Gas formation is still possible above these temperatures but
approahing 225
oC most of these proesses have already happened.
One petroleum (oil or gas) beomes mobile it will try to esape towards the surfae sine it
has lower density than water. If it does not esape from the soure rok (where the kerogen is
being transformed) it will be destroyed as explained previously. The hydroarbons will then follow
a migration route along pore hannels in the rok until it reahes the surfae and is destroyed by
bateria or until it reahes a boundary that does not allow ow in the upward diretion. This
requires that a permeable and porous formation, whih we all a reservoir, intersets the migration
route and that a ap rok / trap overlays uts o the route. Also, the seal must be in plae before
the oil an esape. The seal must keep the hydroarbons trapped for maybe millions of years
until present. Geologi ativity in the rust an disturb this, but also reate new possible trap
ongurations. The golden zone is the temperature range where oil reservoirs are atually found.
It peaks around 90
oC but ranges from about 60 to 150 oC.
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2.2 Reservoir roks
2.2.1 Quantiation
Although every rok is in some sense unique, we an quantify a roks properties by performing
lab tests on ores and evaluate logs and thin uttings.
• Porosity φ is the volume fration of a rok that is lled with uids suh as brine, gas and oil.
High porosity indiates a high storage apaity and is given as a fration between 0 and 1.
• Permeability k measures the ability a rok has to let a uid ow as a single phase through the
rok in a given diretion. Permeability generally is anisotropi (varies with diretion) and
is often lower in the vertial diretion. It is measured in dary. High permeability indiates
a rok with little ow restrition in the given diretion, while a low permeability indiates
narrow pore throats or omplex pore hannels.
• Wettability indiates the interplay between the rok and the pore uids. When two uids
are plaed on the rok they will be divided by an interfae. One uids tendeny to spread
on the rok will be given by the angle the uid interfae makes with the rok surfae. If it is
muh less than 90 degrees the uid is wetting, if the angle is muh more than 90 the other
uid is wetting. If the angle is lose to 90 degrees the rok is not preferentially wetted by
either uid. Neutral wettability is preferable for high reovery.
• Mehanial properties explain how the rok deforms to dierent loadings. Tests an quantify
drive mehanisms suh as rok expansion by pore pressure depletion and borehole stability.
• Chemial omposition and the distribution of the grains an be important if the rok is
hemially reative. It is well known that lays are espeially reative due to high surfae
area ompared to volume. They an work as atalysts for hemial reations, an expand
or ompress due to ion exhange and bind water. The available surfae area of the ommon
grains is also of importane to the rate of reations.
• Temperature and pressure at reservoir onditions is a ritial fator sine the behavior of
rok, uid and hemistry an hange dramatially.
2.2.2 Carbonates
Carbonates are minerals ontaining the CO2−3 -anion in ombination with dierent ations. In
reservoir engineering espeially the arbonate minerals alite, CaCO3, and dolomite, CaMg(CO3)2,
are of importane sine limestone formations and dolomite formations respetively have these min-
erals as the major ingredient. Less known arbonates are aragonite CaCO3 (other struture than
alite), siderite FeCO3, magnesite MgCO3 and ankerite Ca(Fe,Mg,Mn)(CO3)2.
Carbonate reservoirs are among the worlds largest. They are found worldwide and about 40%
of the world hydroarbon prodution is from arbonates.
For petroleum storage only marine arbonates matter. These arbonate sediments are produts
from living organisms (suh as pellets), dead organisms (shells and skeletons) and preipitation
of salts. The depositional environment is mostly shallow: ramps and platforms (the limestone
reservoir Ghawar in Saudi Arabia is a good example), reefs or evaporites. However we also nd
reservoirs after great depth deposition by arbonate turbidites and as remains of pelagi reatures.
Pelagi arbonates (made from anient oolithospheres) gives origin to halk. The North Sea
ontains the giant Ekosk oil eld whih mainly onsists of halk rok.
Chalk formations are haraterized by high porosity (an approah 70%, but is mostly in the
area 15 − 50%) and very low permeability (a few mD). Natural fraturing improves the eetive
large sale permeability to the range of 100 md. Chalks are mostly oilwetting and have a large
reative surfae area.
3
Muh of the fous in the text will be mostly relevant to halk sine the water weakening eet
is most severe in these roks. However the similar hemial omposition of limestones in partiular
suggests that water weakening an play a role also in these formations.
Dolomites are often assoiated with evaporiti environments. This mineral is not formed
diretly, but requires the presene of CaCO3 (either as alite or preferably aragonite) and mag-
nesium ions. The transformation of a limestone into dolomite is alled dolomitization and this
proess is believed to have formed most dolomite reservoirs. Basially Ca2+ is partly replaed by
Mg2+ in the rok struture.
2CaCO3 +Mg
2+
⇋ CaMg(CO3)2 + Ca
2+
(2.1)
The onditions for this proess to move to the right is that CaCO3 is unstable, the uid is
oversaturated on dolomite and Mg2+ is supplied adequately.
2.2.3 Sandstones
Sandstones are lasti (made of grains from pre-existing roks). We sort lasti roks by grain
size and sandstone is on the oarse side of the sale (as opposed to laystone with muh smaller
grains). Sandstones ontain mostly quartz, SiO2, and feldspars (tetosiliates ontaining Si, O,
Na, K, Al, Ca). However, mineral preipitation from uids an ontribute to ll the pore spae in
a proess alled ementation. Suh minerals are alite and other arbonates, quartz, lays and
zeolites.
2.3 Chemial rok-uid equilibrium
A rok an under normal irumstanes be assumed to be in equilibrium with its pore uids,
meaning that any hemial reation rates are negligible. The system is haraterized by the loal
pressure and temperature on site and the loal omposition of the rok and uids.
When introduing, let us say, sea water to the system it may have a low temperature, if it
is injeted there will be a pressure gradient and the omposition of the sea water may be quite
dierent from the one in equilibrium with the rok. A front will move from the injetion site
haraterized by that in front the uid is in equilibrium with the rok, while behind the front
the state is dierent. Moving a uid from one PT state to another an inuene the solubility
of its salts. Salt preipitation an redue ow area in pores and pipes and should generally be
avoided. A higher temperature will inrease solubility in most ases, but an important exeption
is CaCO3 whih behaves exatly opposite. This behaviour is alled retrogade solubility. So even
if the ompositions are the same a hange in thermodynamial state an impose reations.
Given 2 unequal uids that an be treated as a single phase the ions will spread by diusion
(driven by onentration gradients), onvetion (uid ow due to pressure gradients) and hemial
reations (working to establish a new rok-uid equilibrium). These proesses are generally very
oupled sine the reations depend on loal onentrations and state, the onvetion depends on
pressure drop, rok permeability and uid visosity. Changes in uid omposition and state an al-
ter visosity, hanges in the rok mehanial properties and grain distribution hange permeability
and porosity. Diusion depends on omponent distribution, ow onditions and pore struture.
A model desribing how the distribution of hemial substanes progresses during injetion
was developed in [22℄ and [23℄. This transport model will be explained starting in hapter 5 and
reformulated during this thesis.
2.4 Referenes
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 22℄
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Chapter 3
Water weakening
3.1 Water weakening
In short words, water weakening means a rok loses some of its ability to resist deformation from
the surrounding fores. This hange is related to reations with a reative brine.
To understand water weakening one should have a basi understanding of rok mehanial
theory. The setions 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 give a summary of important onepts, relations and test
methods. They are mostly based on [6℄, a book reommended if a more thorough desription is
needed.
In the last setions we will present some observations made on eld sale and in the laboratory
that illustrate the eets.
3.2 Stress and strain
The onept of stress is dened as fore divided by area.
σ ≡ dF
dA
(3.1)
Stress is normal if the fore works perpendiular to the surfae and shear if it ats parallel to the
surfae. For an isotropi material stress is a tensor sine a fore an at in 3 diretions on surfaes
normal to 3 axis. Assuming fore and moment equilibrium this tensor is symmetri. The stress
tensor an be divided into a hydrostati part (with only normal stresses nonzero and having the
value of the mean normal stress) and a deviatori part (whih is simply the remaining part of
the matrix). The hydrostati part indiates a level of ompressive or expansive load while the
deviatori part indiates how the unequal stress distribution ompares.
Given a stress tensor we an nd 3 perpendiular axis orresponding to zero shear stresses
and thus all stresses are direted along the oordinate axis. These normal stresses are alled
prinipal stresses and dene the stress state along with their diretion. In any diretion that is not
exatly on one of the axis there will also be a shear stress, whih an be expressed as a funtion
of the prinipal stress values. Note that if the prinipal stresses are idential the loading will be
hydrostatial seen from any angle. If 2 prinipal stresses are equal the plane that ontains them
ontains no shear stress.
In rok mehanis it is usual to use positive stress for ompression and negative stress for
tension, and the prinipal stresses are labeled in desending order as σ1, σ2, σ3.
Normal strain is dened as hange in length divided by the original length L0 of the unloaded
material:
ε ≡ L0 − L
L0
(3.2)
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It is positive for shortening and negative for extension. For small loadings, stresses and strains
are linearly related.
Given a porous sample some of the load is arried by the pore uid, given by the pore pressure,
pf times Biot's oeient, α. The eetive stress σ
′
that is arried by the rok grains is then
σ′ ≡ σ − αpf (3.3)
The deformation results from loading the rok and relates to eetive stress by Youngs modulus
E:
σ′ = Eε (3.4)
A load in one axial diretion z auses deformation of opposite sign along the other axes x, y related
by Poissons ratio ν
ν ≡ −εx
εz
(3.5)
Volumetri deformation is given by
εV =
V0 − V
V0
= εx + εy + εz (3.6)
If a volume is hydrostatially loaded (all prinipal stresses equal) by the load σ′c the volumetri
deformation is given by
σ′c = KεV (3.7)
where K is the bulk modulus.
3.3 Tests in a triaxial ell
A ylindrial ore sample is plaed vertially between two axial bolts and sealed from the sur-
roundings by a thin sleeve. A onning pressure σc = σr = σθ (for a ylindrial geometry we use
the oordinates r, θ, z) in the horizontal plane is provided by a onning uid. Axial stress σz is
provided by inreasing the pressure in a uid hamber above the upper axial bolt that pushes it
down against the ore sample. We must orret for frition, but in priniple we know the axial
load. Small openings in the bolts allow irulation of uid and thus a pore pressure we an vary.
Axial strain is measured by displaement of the bolt (after orreting its own deformation) and
radial strain is measured by sensors pointed towards the ore surfae.
In drained tests uid an esape and the uid arries a onstant load pf . In a standard triaxial
ompression test the load is inreased hydrostatially (σ′c = σ
′
z) and the bulk modulus of the
framework Kfr (representing the porous roks ability to resist deformation) is measured as the
slope
Kfr =
∆σ′z
∆εV
=
∆σ′z
3∆εz
(3.8)
After this hydrostati phase has reahed a ertain σc, the onning load is kept onstant and the
axial load is inreased further. The Youngs modulus of the framework is then determined as
Efr =
∆σ′z
∆εz
(3.9)
in this deviatori phase.
3.4 Rok failure
Materials and roks of low porosity do not fail hydrostatially until at very high pressures. However
halk is very porous and under enough pressure the pores an ollapse by loal shear failure. In
the deviatori phase we dene the yield point as the eetive stress that is followed by a nonlinear
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stress-strain relation. The rupture stress of the rok is the stress that leads to rupture. However
one this stress has been reahed a relaxation of the stress allows further displaement even at lower
stress before the sample nally ruptures. This explains why a proess of inremental displaement
is preferred over inremental loading, to observe the last phase.
Chalk an also experiene reep. It is a timedependent deformation that ours under on-
stant stress and temperature. Note that the applied stress an be less than what auses plasti
deformation (permanent strain). We an divide the reep into a transient state (dereasing strain
rate), steady state (onstant strain rate) and aelerating state (inreasing strain rate) eventually
leading to rupture.
3.5 Lab test observations
3.5.1 Simultaneous water injetion and loading
In [21℄ several lab experiment results are presented. In one of them halk ores at 130
oC are
ooded with dierent brines while being loaded hydrostatially. The resulting stress-strain diagram
is repeated left in Fig 3.1. It was observed that the ores got a lower yield stress (average of 6.5
MPa) when they were ooded with the sulphate ontaining brines than with the sulphate-deient
ones (average of 8.5 MPa). The sulphate exposed ores also got a muh higher ompation (2.5
times the strain than those not exposed to sulphate at high stress). Note also that the bulk
modulus (given by one third of the initial linear slope, as in eq. (3.8)) is less for the weakened
samples (by a fator of a 2/3).
Figure 3.1: Left: Stress-strain diagram for hydrostati loading of halk ores at 130
oC while
ooding brine at onstant rate. Right: The following reep diagram at 10 MPa ompressive
stress.
When reahing 10 MPa stress this load was kept onstant and the resulting reep was observed.
The reep phase results are given right in Fig 3.1. Again the sulphate-exposed ores showed a
muh higher degree of ompation than the others. Flooding with a high onentration sulphate
brine (double of seawater) led to plugging of the ore, probably due to preipitation of anhydrite
CaSO4.
An important onlusion in the paper was that the ions Mg2+, Ca2+ and SO2−4 (in amounts
omparable to that found in seawater) an impat the mehanial behavior and wettability of
halk.
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3.5.2 Response to water injetion in a loaded state
In [13℄ sandstone ores were leaned using methanol and toluene, then dried. The ores were then
saturated with deane and loaded in a triaxial ell suh that
∆σ′c
∆σ′z
= 0.25. The ores were kept at
a xed stress state several days and no reep strain was observed. Slow injetion with 3% KCl
solution in the ores resulted in immediate response either by shear failure or quite notieable axial
and/or radial strain. Creep (ontinuing deformation) was also observed. This demonstrates that
water weakening an be relevant also for sandstones, but that other mehanisms may be involved.
North Sea halk was saturated with mineral oil and loaded uniaxially with a onstant loading
rate. The strain inrease was approximately linear with time. After 290 hours North Sea water
was injeted into the ore and a rapid inrease in axial strain was observed followed by reep.
3.5.3 Potential andidates for magnesium preipitates
Flooding halk ores with MgCl2-brine result in water weakening, aording to [16℄. The ooding
showed a lower outlet onentration of Mg2+ than ould be explained by adsorption and ion
substitution. It was onluded that a magnesium based mineral preipitating in the ore ould
explain the observations. For the given experiment (0.219 MMgCl2, T=130
oC, P=8 bar, PCO2 =
10−3.5) simulations using EQAlt showed that several magnesium minerals were supersaturated
given by the value of ion produt ratioQ over solubility onstantK being greater than 1. Espeially
huntite (CaMg3(CO3)4) and hydro-magnesite had large suh numbers, but simpler minerals suh
as dolomite and magnesite were also supersaturated (see Fig 3.2). Note that the large Q/K
Figure 3.2: Supersaturated magnesium minerals, table from [16℄
ratio of huntite an be explained by its dependene on Mg2+ and CO2−3 onentrations. Assume
both dolomite and huntite are exatly saturated at a given state (Q/K = 1) in separate solutions.
Doubling the onentration of Ca2+,Mg2+ and of CO2−3 would make (Q/K)dolomite = 2
1 ·21 ·22 =
16 while (Q/K)huntite = 2
1 · 23 · 24 = 256. If preipitation leads to the initial equilibrium
onentrations the same number of moles are preipitated in eah solution.
Figure 3.3: Comparison of weight distribution of analysis with weight distribution of known min-
erals
In [17℄ a presentation of omposition analysis using SEM (sanning eletron mirosope) showed
a weight distribution of the moleules in preipitated mineral grains that looked similar to huntite.
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These numbers are here ompared against the weight omposition of the minerals dolomite, alite,
magnesite and huntite in Fig 3.3. It is seen that the analysis results an be explained as the
preipitation of huntite, but a ombination of the minerals magnesite and dolomite (taking the
average of their distributions) gives almost exatly the same distribution as huntite (a better
weighed average would t even better to the analysis).
In the model [22, 23℄ magnesite is the only magnesium based mineral inluded. We expand
this by inluding dolomite also. It should be onsidered though that huntite is just as relevant
and perhaps an even be representative for the entire magnesium mineral preipitation.
3.6 Field observations
3.6.1 Valhall
In a paper [15℄ from 1989 rok ompressibility was onluded to be an important parameter for
the high porosity halk eld Valhall ausing porosity redution, ompation of reservoir intervals
and seabed subsidene.
3.6.2 Ekosk
A ase study of the halk eld Ekosk in the North Sea is presented in [14℄ from 1999. The eld
started produing in 1971, water injetion began in 1987. Seaoor subsidene (see left in Fig. 3.4)
inreased in the 90's and the seaoor dropped at a rate of 25 to 42 m per year. Over the years
this resulted in several meters. In 94 the injetion was inreased to replae the produed reservoir
uid volume, but the subsidene did not derease signiantly and kept a steady rate above 35
m/y most of the 90s. The models used so far (mathing historial oil rate, water injetion, GOR
and water ut proles) ould not explain the observed ompation after 93, when the pressure
deline was beginning to stop by inreased support. Inluding a water weakening mehanism to
the model gave just as good predition of the previous parameters, but the ompation volume
was better estimated (right in Fig. 3.4).
Figure 3.4: Observed subsidene rate (left) and history mathing of ompation volume (right) at
Ekosk
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Chapter 4
Relevant minerals in halk
replaement: Volumetri
onsiderations
4.1 Inluding more minerals and volumetri onsiderations
We want to onsider what happens if alite CaCO3 dissolves and is replaed by another pre-
ipitating mineral. If the new mineral takes less spae there should be inreased porosity, while
minerals taking more spae would redue porosity. For simpliity we assume that the moles of
ions in solution are negligible to those that have preipitated. In this way we an quikly estimate
whether an inrease or redution in porosity is likely for the injeted brine and whih ions that
should be produed. From another point of view, given the brine and outlet omposition we an
make a qualied guess of whih reations are taking plae in the ore. For the alulations we use
that alite has density 2.71 g/cm3 and molar weight 100.087 g/mol so 1 mol alite orresponds
to
1mol ∗ 100.087g/mol
2.71(g/cm3)
= 36.93cm3 (4.1)
In the original model [22, 23℄ only alite, magnesite and anhydrite minerals were onsidered. We
evaluate some dierent minerals and their possible relevane to water weakening.
4.2 Magnesium-bearing minerals
4.2.1 Magnesite
Magnesite MgCO3 reated from alite an be desribed as
CaCO3 +Mg
2+
⇋MgCO3 + Ca
2+
(4.2)
Magnesite has a density of a. 3.1 g/cm3 (atually between 3.0 and 3.2) and molar weight 84.314
g/mol. 1 mol of alite would have a volume of 36.93 cm3 and if it was transformed into magnesite
the solid volume would be
1mol ∗ 84.314g/mol
3.1(g/cm3)
= 27.20cm3 (4.3)
a volume redution of 26.3%. With uid allowed to esape it is easy to see how suh a proess
ould be relevant to water weakening. For one thing it would selfontrat the matrix and enhane
ompation, despite if the uid held the same pressure. Seond, loadarrying grain mirostrutures
would be destabilized and the strength of the rok should derease.
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4.2.2 Dolomite
As mentioned dolomite, CaMg(CO3)2, is losely linked with alite in its geologial formation and
it is reasonable to think they ould transform into eah other hemially under the right irum-
stanes. Espeially the supply of magnesium ions is neessary, but the rate of this transformation
is also important (whether the reations happen fast enough to matter). We an onsider the
transformation as a net reation of the form
2CaCO3(s) +Mg
2+(aq)⇋ CaMg(CO3)2(s) + Ca
2+(aq) (4.4)
Dolomite has density 2.85 g/cm3 and molar weights 184.401 g/mol respetively. 2 moles of alite
has a volume of
2 ∗ 36.93 = 73, 86cm3 (4.5)
while if these moles were transformed to 1 mol dolomite the volume of solid would be
1mol ∗ 184.401g/mol
2.85(g/cm3)
= 64, 70cm3 (4.6)
A omplete transformation of alite into dolomite would mean almost 12.5% redution in rok
volume.
4.2.3 Huntite
As mentioned huntite CaMg3(CO3)4 an be a very relevant mineral for water weakening given
results from SEM measurements. Calite-huntite transformation ould go as
4CaCO3(s) + 3Mg
2+(aq)⇋ CaMg3(CO3)4(s) + 3Ca
2+
(4.7)
4 moles alites has a volume of 4 ∗ 36.93 = 147.72 cm3. Huntite has density 2.87 g/cm3 (from
[26℄) and molar weight 353.029 g/mol so 1 mol huntite has volume
1mol ∗ 353.029g/mol
2.87(g/cm3)
= 123.01cm3 (4.8)
leading to a rok volume redution of 16.73%.
The transformation of alite into magnesium-bearing minerals seems to redue the matrix
volume.
4.3 Sulphate-bearing minerals
4.3.1 Anhydrite
The last mineral used in the original model was anhydrite: CaSO4. It should be noted that
anhydrite an bond with water to form gypsum CaSO4 · 2H2O. A net transformation of alite
into anhydrite an be desribed by
CaCO3 + SO
2−
4 ⇋ CaSO4 + CO
2−
3 (4.9)
Anhydrite has density 2.97 g/cm3 and molar weight 136.139 g/mol. 1 mol alite transformed
into anhydrite would go from 36.93 m3 solid volume to
1mol ∗ 136.139g/mol
2.97(g/cm3)
= 45.84cm3 (4.10)
an inrease of 24.1% suggesting that if this reation is dominant we should observe a redued
permeability and perhaps even plugging. It an be mentioned that gypsum has lower density
(2.31−2.33 g/cm3) and higher molar weight suggesting that a partial onvertion of anhydrite into
gypsum would further ll the pores by inreasing the solid volume. Gypsum is however moderate
soluble while anhydrite is less soluble and thus more relevant.
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4.4 Iron-bearing minerals: ankerite and siderite
This is just for mentioning. Iron ions have not been inluded in the model so far, but an play a
role. Espeially in the ase of drilling, partiles from pipes or equipment an be arried with the
ow either as grains or dissolved and aet a loal region (iron has a negligible onentration in
sea water). If this is signiant a skin an develop lose to the well.
Siderite FeCO3 and ankerite CaFe(CO3)2 have densities 3.5 and 2.9− 3.1 g/cm3 and molar
weights 115.854 and 215.941 g/mol. Following the transformations of alite as
CaCO3 + Fe
2+
⇋ FeCO3 + Ca
2+
(4.11)
2CaCO3 + Fe
2+
⇋ CaFe(CO3)2 + Ca
2+
(4.12)
we get for siderite a volume redution of 10.4%, while for ankerite we an get somewhere between
.81% expansion and 9.4% redution. Both ases lean toward a redution in matrix-volume. In
other words it seems iron ions will not ause hemial damage to limestone and halk reservoirs.
Near hole damage is likely more aeted by mud partiles plugging the pore throats.
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Chapter 5
Transport-reation model
The transport model suggested in [22℄ onsiders the proess of introduing a brine into a porous
rok ontaining an original brine in hemial equilibrium. The solution an be desribed by
indiating the onentration of eah hemial at a given loation, whether it be rok minerals,
water or dissolved substanes. Speially the unknowns we solve for are the pore onentrations
Ci of omponents in uid phase, the total volume onentrations of minerals ρi and pressure p.
All these variables are funtions of position and time (x, t). Temperature is onsidered onstant,
as is the partial pressure of dissolved gas in water.
To solve the equations we use molar balane equations, equations for instant water equilibrium
and a harge balane. Inorporated into these equations are rate expressions for the rok/uid
reations and the uid omponent veloities.
The appliation is partiularly relevant for halk reservoirs or more generally arbonate reser-
voirs and this is reeted in the onsidered hemial reations.
5.1 Components
We divide all hemial omponents into 4 groups. They are presented by name, hemial ompo-
sition and primary unknown with index used for referene in equations. Dolomite has been added
to the model see if it makes a better t than magnesite or if both minerals should be inluded.
5.1.1 Solid state: minerals
• Calite, CaCO3, ρc
• Anhydrite, CaSO4, ρg
• Magnesite, MgCO3, ρm
• Dolomite, CaMg(CO3)2, ρd
5.1.2 Aqueous state: ions
• Calium, Ca2+, Cca
• Magnesium, Mg2+, Cmg
• Sulphate, SO2−4 , Cso
• Sodium, Na+, Cna
• Cloride, Cl−, Ccl
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• Hydron, H+, Ch
• Hydroxide, OH−, Coh
• Biarbonate, HCO−3 , Chco
• Carbonate, CO2−3 , Cco
5.1.3 Dissolved gas
• Carbon dioxide, CO2, PCO2 (assumed given by temperature)
5.1.4 Liquid state
• Water, H2O, Cl
Note that the minerals are assumed to exist only in solid phase while the other omponents are
assumed to be part of the water phase, either as ions, dissolved gas or water.
5.2 Reations
5.2.1 Dissolution and preipitation of minerals
• Calite: CaCO3 +H+ ⇋ Ca2+ +HCO−3
• Anhydrite: CaSO4 ⇋ Ca2+ + SO2−4 ,
• Magnesite: MgCO3 +H+ ⇋Mg2+ +HCO−3 ,
• Dolomite: CaMg(CO3)2 + 2H+ ⇋ Ca2+ +Mg2+ + 2HCO−3
These reations between uid and rok our with a nite rate dened in setion 5.6. We use
them to dene the rate terms in the dierential equations.
5.2.2 Aqueous reations
• CO2 +H2O ⇋ HCO−3 +H+
• HCO−3 ⇋ CO2−3 +H+
• H2O ⇋ H+ +OH−
The reations in the uid phase our at high rates ompared to the mineral reations and are
assumed to be in equilibrium. They are used as onstraints, that is 3 equations to determine 3
unknowns.
5.3 Porosity and volume balane
In the former models [22, 23℄ a variable porosity has not been fully onsidered. This setion will
attempt to make a physially meaningful denition of porosity as a funtion of the loal variables.
Given all the omponents we an separate them into those existing in solid phase (minerals)
and those in the uid phase (water, dissolved ions and gas). Consider a small part of the ore
sample with volume V . At a given time all omponents have dened their total onentration
ρi, where i represents the given omponent. If we also know the molar masses, Mi =
mass
mol
, and
eetive densities, ω = mass
eetive volume
(by eetive volume we mean the volume the omponent
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would ll if we ould isolate it from the other omponents), we an alulate eah omponents
number of moles ni, mass mi and volume Vi:
ni = ρiV (5.1)
mi = MiρiV (5.2)
Vi =
MiρiV
ωi
(5.3)
Vi
V
=
Miρi
ωi
(5.4)
Note that the last equation is the volume fration of omponent i. Sine the total volume is the
sum of eetive volumes
V = A∆x =
∑
i
Vi =
∑
i
MiρiV
ωi
(5.5)
∑
i
Miρi
ωi
= 1 (5.6)
The volume fration of solid phase is then
Vminerals
V
=
∑
i:minerals
Miρi
ωi
(5.7)
and the porosity is per denition the remaining volume fration
φ = 1−
∑
i:minerals
Miρi
ωi
(5.8)
Eqn (5.6) an in theory be used as a onstraint on the unknowns (just as the sum of saturations
should be 1 in a multiphase problem). In pratie there are a few diulties though. If we have
properly dened the hemial struture of eah omponent then all Mi an be found from tables.
(Eetive) density for roks and water is also available in the literature and it an be adjusted
for temperature and pressure using the minerals oeient of thermal expansion (α = dVV dT ),
the pressure ompressibility (β = − dVV dp) and the deviations from the referene state. Inreased
pressure and inreased temperature tend to have opposite eet, and both values are typially of
low order (perents) for solid roks and liquids and we assume the densities remain onstant for
simpliity. There will be more unertainty related to how muh eetive volume is oupied by the
dissolved ions and gas. Water is polar and ould sometimes be pushed away by equal harges to
inrease the eetive volume. In just the same way it ould work to shrink. The ions themselves
will perhaps oupy more eetive spae if they are more harged. One possibility is to assume the
atoms are so far apart due to low onentrations that their eetive volume is the same, espeially
the same as water, whih is known with great auray sine its density is known. We will give a
better denition of volume balane later using the water phase as a whole.
The mentioned unertainties do not eet (5.8) sine the ions are not inluded, but the volume
balane must be a onstraint to dene the porosity the way we do.
In the original model [22, 23℄ it was assumed that porosity was onstant. Letting it vary will
inrease the oupling of variables in the dierential equations.
5.4 Permeability and possible hysteresis
In short words we treat loal permeability as a funtion of loal porosity. In [22, 23℄ it has been
assumed onstant.
Chalk has narrow pore throats, but large pores, resulting in high porosity and low permeability.
When grains are fored against eah other they will tend to dissolve at the ontat points and
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smoothen to redue the stress loally. Given uid ow through the pore network and using
Bernoulli's law it is lear that the veloity will be greater in the pore throats and the pore pressure
less. Higher veloity will drag on the grains and redued pore pressure will inrease the load arried
by the rok. These mehanisms would favor an improvement in permeability by inreased porosity.
On the other hand, when the ow enters the wide pores and the pressure is larger and veloity
smaller, grains should settle and possibly preipitation would our more easily in these regions.
Following this reasoning deposition should not eet the size of the pore throats very muh. A
redution in porosity should redue permeability less than a leaning eet would inrease it.
This would lead to a form of hysteresis, meaning that a porosity inrease, followed by a porosity
redution to the same level would give a better permeability. We neglet any suh behavior, partly
for simpliation, and partly beause the porosity should go mainly in one diretion. The model
assumes no movement of solid partiles arried by the uid. That means partiles larger than the
pore throats do not ause any plugging eet.
It should be noted that the proesses desribed will depend on uid veloity, its ability to
arry grains (involves visosity), the variation in area from pore to throat, rates of dissolu-
tion/preipitation, stresses in the rok, uid pressure and probably other fators. Sine it would
be pratially impossible to make aurate measurements relating suh pore sale eets to per-
meability whih is measured on ore sale we settle for a more unertain relation that just relates
permeability to porosity, that is k = k(φ). This an be justied by thinking of low permeability
as a region of loally low porosity. The measured permeability over the ore length will depend
on the whole distribution, espeially on the smallest values.
Assume we have an initial distribution of both permeability and porosity: k(x, t = 0) = k0 and
φ(x, t = 0) = φ0. We assume there is a funtion f(·) suh that
k
k0
= f(
φ
φ0
) (5.9)
With no hysteresis initial φ orresponds to initial k, so f(1) = 1. Improving one should improve
the other so f ′ > 0. Both should be zero at the same time so f(0) = 0. If it is true that the
throats are attaked rst then the eet should be most rapid lose to the original state when the
throats are small ompared to the pores. Also the eet should be less powerful when they are
omparable in size, suggesting that f ′′ < 0.
Some suggestions are evaluated in appendix ?? with referenes. It is shown that depending on
the hoie of formulation of f we require a orrelation to t
f(x) =
{
xa 0 < x < 1
bxc + 1− b x > 1 (5.10)
with
a > 1; b > 0; 0 < c < 1 (5.11)
or a > 1; b, c < 0 (5.12)
or we an use the orrelation
f =
{
eax−1
ea−1 0 < x < 1
becx + 1− bec x > 1 (5.13)
with
a > 0; b, c < 0 (5.14)
These are derived from typial permeability-porosity orrelations where parameters should depend
on lithology and the mehanism of the strutural hanges involved.
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5.5 Molar balane
The assumptions are that moles are transported in the uid phase with a ertain veloity. The
veloity depends both on uid veloity and diusion. Solid omponents are not transported by
the ow, but aumulate or diminish loally by preipitation or dissolution.
Assume a thin utting of a ore that has rossetional area A (assumed onstant with time and
position) and length ∆x. At position x uid enters the volume, and at x+∆x uid leaves. During
the time ∆t there is a hange in the total ontent of moles of the substane due to transport and
hemial reation. We denote porosity as φ, omponent veloity in the pore spae v (positive in
the x-diretion), onentration of omponent as moles per volume uid C and hemial prodution
of moles per volume uid per time as r˙. For a omponent in the uid phase we have:
(AφCv)x∆t− (AφCv)x+∆x∆t = moles added by ow (5.15)
A∆xr˙∆t = moles reated by reations inside the volume (5.16)
(A∆xφC)t+∆t − (A∆xφC)t = hange in number of moles (5.17)
Sine the aumulation is the sum of hemial generation and transport aross boundaries we have
(A∆xφC)t+∆t − (A∆xφC)t = (AφCv)x∆t− (AφCv)x+∆x∆t+A∆xr˙∆t (5.18)
Divide by A∆x∆t and let both ∆x,∆t→ 0
(φC)t+∆t − (φC)t
∆t
=
(φCv)x − (φCv)x+∆x
∆x
+ r˙ (5.19)
∂(φC)
∂t
= −∂(φCv)
∂x
+ r˙ (5.20)
∂(φC)
∂t
+
∂(φCv)
∂x
= r˙ (5.21)
Fluid onentration is dened as C = mol
pore volume
. Sine porosity is φ = pore volume
total volume
we an dene
total onentrations as
ρ =
mol
total volume
=
pore volume
total volume
mol
pore volume
= φC (5.22)
Eqn (5.21) an then be written in terms of total onentrations as
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂(ρv)
∂x
= r˙ (5.23)
For the solid omponents there is only hemial ontribution to the aumulation so a similar
derivation results in
∂ρ
∂t
= r˙ (5.24)
Equations (5.21) and (5.24) are those originally used. We will make a small alteration by noting
that the rate terms should be related to the pore volumes, sine that is where reations take plae.
In other words r˙ means moles generated per time per pore volume from now on. To onvert this
into rates per total volume again so the balane is orret, the terms are multiplied by porosity:
moles
time · total volume =
pore volume
total volume
moles
time · pore volume (5.25)
r˙tot = φ · r˙pore (5.26)
The molar balane equations are now
∂(φC)
∂t
+
∂(φCv)
∂x
= φr˙ for nonsolid omponents (5.27)
∂ρ
∂t
= φr˙ for solid omponents (5.28)
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5.6 Reation rates
Assume a reation of the form
aA+ bB ⇋ cC + dD (5.29)
of hemial reatants A and B and produts C and D where a, b, c, d are stoihiometri oeients
that preserve molar and harge balane. The rate of the reation is dened (see also [10, 11℄) by
r˙ = −1
a
dnA
V dt
= −1
b
dnB
V dt
=
1
c
dnC
V dt
=
1
d
dnD
V dt
(5.30)
where n is moles and V is pore volume. The rate is positive when the reation is shifted to the
right (A and B are onsumed, C and D are produed).
We are really interested in the derivatives on the right side whih is the reations ontribution
to the omponent rates used in the equations. For example we an say that for A
r˙A =
dnA
V dt
=
dCA
dt
= −ar˙ (5.31)
stating that if the reation moves to the right (r˙ positive) then A is onsumed by an amount of a
ompared to the reation rate.
The reation rate is a funtion of the hemial ativity, ai of the involved omponents. Ativity
is diretly related to uid onentration Ci by
ai = γiCi (5.32)
where γi is the ativity oeient of omponent i, to be disussed later.
The rate of whih the left and right side omponents transform an be given as k+1a
a
Aa
b
B and
k−1a
c
Ca
d
D where k+1 and k−1 are positive onstants, but spei for the given reation and the
temperature of onsideration. The net rate of the reation is
r˙ = k+1a
a
Aa
b
B − k−1acCadD (5.33)
Suh a formulation was made in [22℄.
In [23℄, a rate expression of the form
r˙ = k(1 − Ω)n (5.34)
was adopted from [10℄, only using n = 1 for simpliity. This model will also be applied here. Its
appliation is dissolution reations and Ω is dened as the ativity produt ratio divided by the
solubility onstant.
Ω = Q/K (5.35)
We will show whih assumptions an lead to suh a model: The point of view is that the
reations of onsideration are dissolution reations with omponent A being the mineral. Minerals,
water and CO2 are here assumed to have ativity equal to 1. Gas omponents are normally
represented by their partial pressure in reation rates, but it is assumed here that all gas exists
dissolved in the water phase and that this amount is given by the onstant temperature.
Dissolution has rate k+1a
a
A = k+1 while preipitation has rate k−1
acCa
d
D
ab
B
. The net reation rate
is then
r˙ = k+1 − k−1 a
c
Ca
d
D
abB
(5.36)
Having dened the reations the exponents are known and given the urrent state, so are the
ativities. If we know k+1 and k−1 we an speify the reation rate and thus the hemial produ-
tion/onsumption of a given omponent due to this spei reation. k+1 and k−1 are related by
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the solubility produt K whih an be found experimentally or perhaps even in hemistry tables.
At equilibrium the reation rate is 0 and we dene
K ≡ k+1
k−1
=
acCa
d
D
abB
(5.37)
The same value of K results from both rate formulations, but the spei values of k+1 and k−1
an be dierent.
We then write the reation rate as
r˙ = k+1(1− a
c
Ca
d
D
abBK
) (5.38)
and note that the mentioned Ω is the ratio of ativity produts divided by the equilibrium onstant
for the reation.
Dissolution an happen only as long as the mineral exists. Eah dissolution reation rate will
therefore be modied so that if the onentration of the mineral is 0 the reation rate annot be
positive, but is set to 0.
The rate expression is written as a funtion F times the k+1 fator. We then separate F into 2
terms aording to when it is positive or negative. When F is positive and mineral onentration
is zero, rate is set to 0.
F ≡ 1− Ω = (1− a
c
Ca
d
D
abBK
) = F+ − F− (5.39)
F+ ≡ max(0, F ), F− ≡ max(0,−F ), sgn+(x) =
{
1 if x ≥ 0
0 else
(5.40)
r˙ = k+1[sgn
+(ρ)F+ − F−] (5.41)
5.6.1 Chemial ativity
Ion ativities ai are related to uid onentrations Ci as ai = γiCi. γi is omponent i's ativity
oeient, given by the Debye-Hukel formula (see [10, 12℄)
− log10(γi) =
A(T )Z2i
√
I0
1 + a0iB(T )
√
I0
(5.42)
I0 =
1
2
∑
i
CiZ
2
i (5.43)
where I0 is the ioni ativity and Zi are the ioni harges. a
0
i are omponent spei onstants
indiating the eetive size of the hydrated ion measured on angstrom and an be found from
tables suh as in [12℄. The onstants we use are
Zca = +2, Zmg = +2, Zso = −2, Zna = +1, Zcl = −1, Zh = +1,
Zoh = −1, Zhco = −1, Zco = −2
a0ca = 6, a
0
mg = 8, a
0
so = 4, a
0
na = 4, a
0
cl = 3, a
0
h = 9,
a0oh = 3.5, a
0
hco = 4, a
0
co = 4.5
A(T ) and B(T ) are orrelations of the density of water, the dieletri onstant of water whih
depends on temperature and temperature itself. Suh relations are given in [12℄.
The temperature we onsider is a onstant 130 degrees Celsius and we have
A(T = 130) = 0.6623 B(T = 130) = 0.3487 (5.44)
whih were alulated in [22, 23℄ using the simulator EQAlt. I0, the ioni ativity is evaluated
with the omposition of the injeted uid and assumed onstant. In total all ativity oeients
are then treated as onstants for a given simulation.
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5.6.2 Reation rates for the model
The nal rate expressions for the reations in subsetion 5.2.1 beome
Calite: r˙c = k
c
1[sgn
+(ρc)F
+
c − F−c ] Fc = 1−
γcaγhco
γhKc
CcaChco
Ch
(5.45)
Anhydrite: r˙g = k
g
1 [sgn
+(ρg)F
+
g − F−g ] Fg = 1−
γcaγso
Kg
CcaCso (5.46)
Magnesite: r˙m = k
m
1 [sgn
+(ρm)F
+
m − F−m ] Fm = 1−
γmgγhco
γhKm
CmgChco
Ch
(5.47)
Dolomite: r˙d = k
d
1 [sgn
+(ρd)F
+
d − F−d ] Fd = 1−
γcaγmgγ
2
hco
γ2hK
d
CcaCmgC
2
hco
C2h
(5.48)
5.6.3 Aqueous reations and harge balane
The aqueous reations in subsetion 5.2.2 are instantly at equilibrium and we write
C1 = PCO2K = ahcoah = γhcoγhChcoCh (5.49)
C2 =
acoah
ahco
=
γcoγh
γhco
CcoCh
Chco
(5.50)
Cw = ahaoh = γhγohChCoh (5.51)
C3 = Chco + 2Cco + Coh − Ch (5.52)
for 3 onstantsC1(T ), C2(T ), Cw(T ) and a funtion C3 that are all independent of Chco, Cco, Coh, Ch.
C1 in eq (5.49) is onstant based on the equilibrium onstant for the reation, K, and the assump-
tion that the partial pressure of CO2 is onstant. C2 and Cw are also equilibrium onstants. Eq
(5.52) is based on the harge balane∑
i:ions
CiZi = 0⇒ C3 ≡ 2(Cca + Cmg − Cso) + (Cna − Ccl) = Chco + 2Cco + Coh − Ch (5.53)
The reations are assumed to happen so fast that hanges in some onentrations will instantly
shift the onentrations Chco, Cco, Coh, Ch to t aqueous equilibrium. In other words, at a given
temperature and time the 4 values an be alulated. We dene 3 new onstants based on our
knowledge of C1(T ), C2(T ), Cw(T ) and the ativity oeients:
C˜1 =
C1
γhcoγh
= ChcoCh C˜2 =
C2γhco
γcoγh
=
CcoCh
Chco
C˜w =
Cw
γhγoh
= ChCoh (5.54)
Assuming a pH between 6 and 8 we follow the assumption in [22℄ that we an neglet Cco in (5.52)
and get
C3 = Chco + Coh − Ch = C˜1
Ch
+
C˜w
Ch
− Ch (5.55)
⇒ C2h + C3Ch − (C˜1 + C˜w) = 0 (5.56)
⇒ Ch = 1
2
(
−C3 +
√
C23 + 4(C˜1 + C˜w)
)
(5.57)
⇒ Chco = C˜1
Ch
Cco =
C˜2Chco
Ch
=
C˜1C˜2
C2h
Coh =
C˜w
Ch
(5.58)
These onentrations will aet the reation rates. They hange aording to the transport of the
other ions requiring updated values for C3.
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5.7 Transport equations
The following equations are the ones we need to solve in the most general ase we onsider.
∂t(φCl) + ∂x(φClvl) = 0 H2O owing water (5.59)
∂t(φCna) + ∂x(φCnavna) = 0 Na
+
-ions in water (5.60)
∂t(φCcl) + ∂x(φCclvcl) = 0 Cl
−
-ions in water (5.61)
∂t(φCca) + ∂x(φCcavca) = φ(r˙c + r˙g + r˙d) Ca
2+
-ions in water (5.62)
∂t(φCso) + ∂x(φCsovso) = φr˙g SO
2−
4 -ions in water (5.63)
∂t(φCmg) + ∂x(φCmgvmg) = φ(r˙m + r˙d) Mg
2+
-ions in water (5.64)
∂tρc = −φr˙c CaCO3-mineral (5.65)
∂tρg = −φr˙g CaSO4-mineral (5.66)
∂tρm = −φr˙m MgCO3-mineral (5.67)
∂tρd = −φr˙d CaMg(CO3)2-mineral (5.68)
As we have shown, inluding more reations and minerals an easily be implemented. Inluding
new ions an be a little trikier. The harge balane is hanged and we need another transport
equation if the ions presene is ontrolled by ow and rok-uid reations. If it is ontrolled by
aqueous equilibrium we get a more ompliated system of algebrai equations that needs to be
solved.
5.7.1 Component veloities
In the transport equations we still need to determine eah omponents interstitial veloity, vi. We
divide the water phase into water omponent l and ion group g suh that
Cg = Cna + Ccl + Cca + Cmg + Cso (5.69)
Only the ions whose onentration are determined by ow and rok-uid reations are involved.
The total onentration of owing ions in the water phase is then
C = Cl + Cg (5.70)
The seepage veloities Vl for water and Vg for ions are related to the interstitial veloities as
Vl = φvl Vg = φvg (5.71)
so that the transport equations for water and ions take the form
∂t(φCl) + ∂x(ClVl) = 0 Water omponent (5.72)
∂t(φCi) + ∂x(CiVg) = φr˙i i = na, cl, ca, so,mg (5.73)
The water phase seepage veloity V is related to the omponent seepage veloities by
CV = CgVg + ClVl (5.74)
and obeys Dary's law
V = −k
ν
∂xp (5.75)
where ν is uid phase dynami visosity and k is the permeability along the ore. The ions move
relative to the phase speed due to diusion with relative veloity
Ug = Vg − V (5.76)
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Aording to Fiks law we have for eah ion that the molar ux is proportional to the onentration
gradient.
Ci
Ug
φ
= −D∂xCi i = na, cl, ca, so,mg (5.77)
Note that the mehanism works to reate a smooth onentration prole and even the distribution
loally. The proportionality fator D is alled the eetive dispersion oeient and is assumed
equal for all omponents. It varies with porosity and phase seepage veloity as
D = Dmφ+
FIdp
2
V
φ
= Dmφ+ α
V
φ
(5.78)
where onstants Dm, FI and dp are moleular diusion oeient, formation inhomogeneity fa-
tor and average partile diameter respetively. α =
FIdp
2 is alled the dispersion length. More
information and referenes about diusion is found in appendix C.
We update the transport equations with this information:
∂t(φCi) + ∂x(CiVg) = φr˙i (5.79)
⇒ ∂t(φCi) + ∂x(CiUg) = φr˙i − ∂x(CiV ) (5.80)
⇒ ∂t(φCi)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCi) = φr˙i − ∂x(CiV ) (5.81)
i = na, cl, ca, so,mg
We now wish to replae the equation for the water omponent with an equation for the water
phase. First we add the equations for the ions∑
i
[∂t(φCi)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCi)] =
∑
i
[φr˙i − ∂x(CiV )] (5.82)
⇒ ∂t(φ
∑
i
Ci)− ∂x(Dφ∂x
∑
i
Ci) = φ
∑
i
r˙i − ∂x(
∑
i
CiV ) (5.83)
⇒ ∂t(φCg)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCg) = φ
∑
i
r˙i − ∂x(CgV ) (5.84)
The water omponent ux is related to V and Ug as follows
ClVl = CV−CgVg = CV−Cg(Ug+V ) = (C−Cg)V−CgUg = ClV−CgUg = ClV+Dφ∂xCg (5.85)
This is used in the equation for the water omponent
∂t(φCl) + ∂x(ClVl) = 0 (5.86)
∂t(φCl) + ∂x(ClV ) + ∂x(Dφ∂xCg) = 0 (5.87)
∂t(φCl) + ∂x(Dφ∂xCg) = −∂x(ClV ) (5.88)
Adding eqs. (5.84) and (5.88) gives
∂t(φCg)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCg) + ∂t(φCl) + ∂x(Dφ∂xCg) = φ
∑
i
r˙i − ∂x(CgV )− ∂x(ClV )(5.89)
⇒ ∂t(φC) = φ
∑
i
r˙i − ∂x(CV ) (5.90)
5.7.2 Volume onservation
In addition to these equations we must have volume preservation. We assume that the total water
phase has the same volume as the volume dened by the onentration C, that is the ions involved
in aqueous reations are assumed to have negligible volume. Given molar weight M and density
ω of the water phase and minerals we must have that the sum of all volume frations equals 1:
Mw
ωw
φC +
Mc
ωc
ρc +
Mg
ωg
ρg +
Mm
ωm
ρm +
Md
ωd
ρd = 1 (5.91)
Note that this equation expresses loal volume onservation in spae. It does not imply that the
volume is onstant in time and an be used also if the rossetion of the ore is ompressed.
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5.7.3 Updated equation system
Our system of equations then beomes
∂t(φC) + ∂x(CV ) = φ(r˙c + 2r˙g + r˙m + 2r˙d) (5.92)
∂t(φCna)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCna) = −∂x(CnaV ) (5.93)
∂t(φCcl)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCcl) = −∂x(CclV ) (5.94)
∂t(φCca)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCca) = φ(r˙c + r˙g + r˙d)− ∂x(CcaV ) (5.95)
∂t(φCso)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCso) = φr˙g − ∂x(CsoV ) (5.96)
∂t(φCmg)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCmg) = φ(r˙m + r˙d)− ∂x(CmgV ) (5.97)
∂tρc = −φr˙c (5.98)
∂tρg = −φr˙g (5.99)
∂tρm = −φr˙m (5.100)
∂tρd = −φr˙d (5.101)
Mw
ωw
φC = 1−
(
Mc
ωc
ρc +
Mg
ωg
ρg +
Mm
ωm
ρm +
Md
ωd
ρd
)
(5.102)
D ≡ Dmφ+ αV
φ
(5.103)
V ≡ −k
ν
∂xp (5.104)
φ ≡ 1− Mc
ωc
ρc +
Mg
ωg
ρg +
Mm
ωm
ρm +
Md
ωd
ρd (5.105)
k ≡ k0f( φ
φ0
) (5.106)
Equations (5.92)-(5.102) are 11 equations used to solve for the 11 unknowns C,Cna, Ccl, Cca, Cso,
Cmg, ρc, ρg, ρm, ρd, p.
This is a 1-dimensional version of the model derived in [23℄ exept we have inluded dolomite,
treated the reation rates as dened per pore volume, inluded total volume onservation given by
eq. (5.102) and let the dispersion oeient depend on interstitial veloity. Following the steps in
[23℄ similar to here a 3D model an be derived and is given in appendix A.
We note that the given system still allows us to implement and nd solutions for pH, aqueous
onentrations, nononstant densities ωi(p), porosity φ(ρminerals), permeability k(φ), diusion
oeient D(φ, V ) and more.
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Chapter 6
Case denitions
6.1 Case I: Constant ore properties and inompressible uid
This is a diret ontinuation of the model tested in [23℄. We speify the assumptions and onse-
quenes:
• The water phase is assumed inompressible: C is onstant
C =
ωw
Mw
=
1000 g/liter
18.015 g/mol
= 55.5 mol/liter (6.1)
In general density ω inreases with salinity, but so does average molar weight when heavy
ions suh as sulphate and arbonate beome a bigger part of the solution, so the eets on
C are assumed to anel out.
• The ontribution from reations in eq (5.92) is assumed negligible to the overall onentration
and set to 0.
• Porosity φ is assumed onstant: The left term in eq (5.92) vanishes and sine C is onstant
we get ∂x(V ) = 0, stating that V ≡ −kν ∂xp is uniform over x although it an hange with
time.
• D ≡ Dmφ+ αV an be treated as the sum of a onstant part and a time-dependent part.
• Permeability k is onstant (with the assumptions we have used this would also follow from
onstant porosity). That means the pressure gradient is onstant from the denition of V .
• Pressure p is eliminated sine its distribution is given by Darys law.
From this we an remove eqn 5.92 (it redues to 0 = 0). Eq 5.102 redues to
Mw
ωw
φ
ωw
Mw
= φ = 1−
(
Mc
ωc
ρc +
Mg
ωg
ρg +
Mm
ωm
ρm +
Md
ωd
ρd
)
= φ (6.2)
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and an also be removed.
∂t(φCna)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCna) = ∂x(Cna k
ν
∂xp) (6.3)
∂t(φCcl)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCcl) = ∂x(Ccl k
ν
∂xp) (6.4)
∂t(φCca)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCca) = φ(r˙c + r˙g + r˙d) + ∂x(Cca k
ν
∂xp) (6.5)
∂t(φCso)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCso) = φr˙g + ∂x(Cso k
ν
∂xp) (6.6)
∂t(φCmg)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCmg) = φ(r˙m + r˙d) + ∂x(Cmg k
ν
∂xp) (6.7)
∂tρc = −φr˙c (6.8)
∂tρg = −φr˙g (6.9)
∂tρm = −φr˙m (6.10)
∂tρd = −φr˙d (6.11)
C, φ, k, ν are onstant, D,V an hange with time. This ase requires solving the above 9 equations
for the 9 unknowns Cna, Ccl, Cca, Cso, Cmg, ρc, ρg, ρm, ρd.
The purpose of this ase is to see what eet dolomite an have on the system: does it make
a better t than magnesite or should both minerals be inluded to get the orret behavior?
Espeially we are interested in determining a good t for the rate onstants.
Although we assume both k and φ onstant it is interesting to see how they will behave as
funtions of the resulting redistribution of omponents. In other words in this ase we treat the
initial values as representative in the alulations and see what hanges will our.
6.2 Case II: Variable porosity and permeability
We now let φ and k hange simultaneously with the onentrations. In general this should be
solved by the equations (5.92-5.102). However solving this omplete set of dierential equations is
more ompliated than Case I sine we would need to inlude numerial pressure-gradients in the
expressions. To ahieve numerial stability it is vital to use a orret numerial inlusion of this
term and this will not be pursued further. We an however simplify the solution to this problem
onsiderably even if the pressure gradient is nononstant.
• As in Case I the water phase is still assumed inompressible: C is onstant and equal to 55.5
mol/liter. As shown in the last setion we an remove eq (5.102).
• The ontribution from reations in eq (5.92) is assumed to exatly balane the hange in
porosity aused by the dissolution/preipitation. Rok/uid reations are in other words
assumed not to ause any net volume hanges. Mathematially we assume
∂t(φC) = φ(r˙c + 2r˙g + r˙m + 2r˙d) (6.12)
whih redues eq (5.92) to
∂x(CV ) = 0⇔ V (t) = onstant⇔ ∂x(k∂xp) = 0 (6.13)
Sine the equation set only depends on V whih is given by a freely dened funtion we an
eliminate p as an unknown.
• Porosity will now vary aording to mineral onentrations as dened.
• D ≡ Dmφ+ αV will not just be time dependent any more but vary with porosity
• Permeability k depends on porosity.
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∂t(φCna)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCna) = ∂x(Cna k
ν
∂xp) (6.14)
∂t(φCcl)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCcl) = ∂x(Ccl k
ν
∂xp) (6.15)
∂t(φCca)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCca) = φ(r˙c + r˙g + r˙d) + ∂x(Cca k
ν
∂xp) (6.16)
∂t(φCso)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCso) = φr˙g + ∂x(Cso k
ν
∂xp) (6.17)
∂t(φCmg)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCmg) = φ(r˙m + r˙d) + ∂x(Cmg k
ν
∂xp) (6.18)
∂tρc = −φr˙c (6.19)
∂tρg = −φr˙g (6.20)
∂tρm = −φr˙m (6.21)
∂tρd = −φr˙d (6.22)
D ≡ Dmφ+ αV
φ
(6.23)
V (t) ≡ −k
ν
∂xp (6.24)
φ ≡ 1− Mc
ωc
ρc +
Mg
ωg
ρg +
Mm
ωm
ρm +
Md
ωd
ρd (6.25)
k ≡ k0f( φ
φ0
) (6.26)
C, ν are onstant, V (t) an hange with time. This ase requires solving the rst 9 equations
above for the 9 unknowns Cna, Ccl, Cca, Cso, Cmg, ρc, ρg, ρm, ρd, similar to ase I.
6.3 Reformulating the problem
For the numerial solution of the problem it is advantageous to use either pore onentrations or
total onentrations, but not both sine it inreases the number of variables. We deide to solve
for total onentrations (this has an advantage that beomes apparent in a while). The equations
an be written as 2 sorts:
∂t(φCi)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCi) = φr˙i + ∂x(Ci k
ν
∂xp) (6.27)
∂tρj = φr˙j (6.28)
where i is for ions and j for minerals. Note that the last equation is just a speial ase of the rst.
We replae all pore onentrations by total onentrations. Porosity and permeability an vary.
∂t(φCi)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCi) = φr˙i − ∂x(CiV ) (6.29)
∂t(φCi)− ∂x(Dφ∂x φCi
φ
) = φr˙i − ∂x(φCi
φ
V ) (6.30)
∂t(ρi)− ∂x(Dφ∂x ρi
φ
) = φr˙i − ∂x(ρi
φ
V ) (6.31)
6.4 Units and dimensioning
It has been taken for granted that the units in the equations are onsistent, but pratially we do
not aquire measurements in these units. Working with SI units we introdue the following units
in the solution and onvert all other measurements into them:
[x] = [α] = m, [t] = s, [D] = [Dm] = m
2/s, [k] = m2, [p] = Pa, (6.32)
[ν] = Pa · s, [r˙] = mol/m3s [C] = [ρ] = mol/liter, [φ] = 0, (6.33)
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Note that onentrations are given in moles per liter. The reason is that we will not sale the
onentrations, but let the equations have the dimension of mol/liter after dimensioning.
To sale the problem we introdue positive onstant referene values x̂, t̂, D̂m, k̂ and p̂ that
an be hosen arbitrarily, but should t the dimensions of the analysis. From this we make
dimensionless variables and parameters:
x′ =
x
x̂
t′ =
t
t̂
D′m =
Dm
D̂m
k′ =
k
k̂
p′ =
p
p̂
(6.34)
x = x̂ x′ t = t̂ t′ Dm = D̂mD
′
m k = k̂ k
′ p = p̂ p′ (6.35)
We now transform V,D and then eq. (6.31) using the dimensionless variables.
V = −k
ν
∂p
∂x
= − k̂k
′
ν
p̂∂p′
x̂∂x′
= − k̂p̂
x̂ν
k′∂p′
∂x′
=
k̂p̂
x̂ν
V ′ (6.36)
V ′ ≡ −k
′∂p′
∂x′
(6.37)
D = Dmφ+ α
V
φ
= D̂mD
′
mφ+
α
φ
D̂m
D̂m
k̂p̂
x̂ν
V ′ (6.38)
D′ ≡ D
D̂m
= D′mφ+
α
φ
1
D̂m
k̂p̂
x̂ν
V ′ = D′mφ+
α
φx̂
k̂p̂
νD̂m
V ′ = D′mφ+
µ
φ
εV ′ (6.39)
ε ≡ k̂p̂
νD̂m
µ ≡ α
x̂
(6.40)
∂t(ρi)− ∂x(Dφ∂x(ρi
φ
)) = φr˙i − ∂x(ρi
φ
V ) (6.41)
1
t̂
∂ρi
∂t′
− 1
x̂
∂
∂x′
(D̂mD
′φ
1
x̂
∂
∂x′
(
ρi
φ
)) = φr˙i − 1
x̂
∂
∂x′
(
ρi
φ
k̂p̂
x̂ν
V ′) (6.42)
∂ρi
∂t′
− ∂
∂x′
(
D̂mt̂
x̂2
D′φ
∂
∂x′
(
ρi
φ
)
)
= t̂φr˙i − ∂
∂x′
(
D̂mt̂
x̂2
k̂p̂
νD̂m
ρi
φ
V ′) (6.43)
Sine we an hoose referene values arbitrarily we onstraint D̂m by having
D̂m ≡ x̂
2
t̂
(6.44)
From the denition of ε in eq (6.40) we get
∂ρi
∂t′
− ∂
∂x′
(
D′φ
∂
∂x′
(
ρi
φ
)
)
= t̂φr˙i − ∂
∂x′
(ε
ρi
φ
V ′) (6.45)
In addition we hoose x̂ = L, the length of the ore (so 0 ≤ x′ ≤ 1) and t̂ = τ , the timesale of
the experiment. We use τ = 1d = 24 · 60 · 60s (one weeks test is equivalent to t′ = 7). In ompat
form without the
′
s the system is desribed by normalized equations of the form
∂tρi − ∂x
(
Dφ∂x(
ρi
φ
)
)
= τφr˙i − ∂x(ερi
φ
V ) (6.46)
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Chapter 7
Solution proedure
7.1 Operator splitting
The solution of the equation system follows the approah used in [22, 23℄. Note that the variables
in this hapter are normalized as speied in setion 6.4. Let
C = (ρna, ρcl, ρca, ρso, ρmg) (7.1)
U = (ρc, ρg, ρm, ρd) (7.2)
We want to solve the system of equations
∂tC + ∂x(C
εV
φ
) = τφr˙C + ∂x
(
Dφ∂x(
C
φ
)
)
(7.3)
∂tU = τφr˙U (7.4)
and do so by splitting the system into a reation part (onvetion and diusion negleted):
∂tC = τφr˙C (7.5)
∂tU = τφr˙U (7.6)
and a onvetion/diusion part (reations negleted):
∂tC + ∂x(C
εV
φ
) = ∂x
(
Dφ∂x(
C
φ
)
)
(7.7)
∂tU = 0 (7.8)
Let T be the simulation time, Tsol the total simulation time (when the experiment is over)
and let t be the time variable in the solvers, with tsol the amount of time the solver should
alulate ahead. We solve one timestep ∆T ahead by solving half a step (t
con/dif,1
sol = ∆T/2)
with onvetion/diusion, then use this information to solve a time step ahead (treacsol = ∆T )for
reations and then use this information to solve half a time step ahead (t
con/dif,2
sol = ∆T/2) with
onvetion/diusion, so alled Strang splitting. Letting the reation solver be alled St and the
onvetion/diusion solver be alled Dt this orresponds to
(Cn+1,Un+1) = [D∆T/2S∆TD∆T/2](C
n,Un) (7.9)
We disretize the ore length into grid ells with boundaries at x = 0 and 1. With I grid ells
we have grid length
dx =
1
I
(7.10)
Cell number i from the left has its enter value xi given as
xi = dx/2 + (i− 1)dx, i = 1, ..., I (7.11)
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Figure 7.1: Relation between ell number and position on x-axis.
7.2 The reation solver
Removing the onvetion/diusion terms our equation set is
∂t(ρna) = 0 (7.12)
∂t(ρcl) = 0 (7.13)
∂t(ρca) = φτ(r˙c + r˙g + r˙d) (7.14)
∂t(ρso) = φτr˙g (7.15)
∂t(ρmg) = φτ(r˙m + r˙d) (7.16)
∂tρc = −φτr˙c (7.17)
∂tρg = −φτr˙g (7.18)
∂tρm = −φτr˙m (7.19)
∂tρd = −φτr˙d (7.20)
This set of equations an be onsidered as a system of ordinary dierential eqations (ODE's).
That is a system of the form
dY
dt
= f(Y) (7.21)
At any given position and time the development in the solution vetor depends only on the urrent
state. This is a very useful property beause it allows us to solve the system for eah loation
separately. We an redue the number of variables in the system by reombining the equations
∂t(ρna) = 0 (7.22)
∂t(ρcl) = 0 (7.23)
∂t(ρg + ρso) = 0 (7.24)
∂t(ρm + ρd + ρmg) = 0 (7.25)
∂t(ρc − ρso + ρd + ρca) = 0 (7.26)
∂t(ρso) = φτr˙g (7.27)
∂t(ρmg) = φτ(r˙m + r˙d) (7.28)
∂tρd = −φτr˙d (7.29)
∂t(ρca) = φτ(r˙c + r˙g + r˙d) (7.30)
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and we see that some unknowns are easily given as the solutions of other:
ρna(t) = ρ
0
na (7.31)
ρcl(t) = ρ
0
cl (7.32)
ρg(t) = (ρ
0
g + ρ
0
so)− ρso(t) (7.33)
ρm(t) = (ρ
0
m + ρ
0
d + ρ
0
mg)− (ρd(t) + ρmg(t)) (7.34)
ρc(t) = (ρ
0
c − ρ0so + ρ0d + ρ0ca)− (−ρso(t) + ρd(t) + ρca(t)) (7.35)
∂tρso = φτ
[
kg1 [sgn
+(ρg)F
+
g − F−g ]
]
(7.36)
∂tρmg = φτ
[
km1 [sgn
+(ρm)F
+
m − F−m ] + kd1 [sgn+(ρd)F+d − F−d ]
]
(7.37)
∂tρd = −φτ
[
kd1 [sgn
+(ρd)F
+
d − F−d ]
]
(7.38)
∂tρca = φτ
[
kc1[sgn
+(ρc)F
+
c − F−c ] + kg1 [sgn+(ρg)F+g − F−g ] + kd1 [sgn+(ρd)F+d − F−d ]
]
(7.39)
Earlier we speied the funtions Fi using pore onentrations of all reation relevant ions.
In the system above we fous on the total onentrations ρca, ρso, ρmg and orret for this using
Cj = ρj/φ. We now show how the other ions are eliminated. C3 is alulated as
C3 ≡ 2(Cca + Cmg − Cso) + (Cna − Ccl) = 1
φ
(2(ρca + ρmg − ρso) + (ρna − ρcl)) (7.40)
The aqueous onentrations are then
Ch =
1
2
(
−C3 +
√
C23 + 4(C˜1 + C˜w)
)
(7.41)
Chco =
C˜1
Ch
Cco =
C˜1C˜2
C2h
Coh =
C˜w
Ch
(7.42)
The rate funtions Fi an then be expressed as
Fc = 1− γcaγhco
γhKc
CcaChco
Ch
= 1− γcaγhcoC˜1
γhKc
ρca
φC2h
= 1− γcaC1
γ2hK
c
ρca
φC2h
(7.43)
Fg = 1− γcaγso
Kg
CcaCso = 1− γcaγso
Kg
ρcaρso
φ2
(7.44)
Fm = 1− γmgγhco
γhKm
CmgChco
Ch
= 1− γmgγhcoC˜1
γhKm
ρmg
φC2h
= 1− γmgC1
γ2hK
m
ρmg
φC2h
(7.45)
Fd = 1− γcaγmgγ
2
hco
γ2hK
d
CcaCmgC
2
hco
C2h
= 1− γcaγmgγ
2
hcoC˜1
2
γ2hK
d
ρcaρmg
φ2C4h
(7.46)
= 1− γcaγmgC
2
1
γ4hK
d
ρcaρmg
φ2C4h
(7.47)
The idea is that the solver reeives initial values ρ0na, ρ
0
cl, ρ
0
ca, ρ
0
so, ρ
0
mg, ρ
0
c , ρ
0
g, ρ
0
m, ρ
0
d and is told
how far in time tsol to alulate the given system. In pratie tsol is the time step ∆T as desribed
in setion 7.1. It an also be a longer period suh as when we want to alulate an equilibrium
state (ideally diusion (and not onvetion) should be inluded in suh a ase but it has not been
done).
The solution is made iteratively by dividing tsol into several time steps δt. Given the solution
at a time t these values are used to update the rate expressions and estimate the solution at t+ δt.
The solutions of ρca, ρso, ρmg are essential to update the Fi funtions and C3 (C3 also depends
on ρna and ρcl but these are onstant parameters during the solution proedure). ρc, ρg, ρm, ρd
update the porosity φ if it is assumed to vary, but they are also relevant in the sgn+(·) terms.
When tsol has been reahed and the solution is within aeptable error bounds, the solver
returns the updated solution.
To solve the problem we have used the Matlab ODE solver alled ode23.
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7.2.1 A test of the reation solver
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Figure 7.2: Conentrations of Ca2+, SO2−4 and Mg
2+
(mol/liter) with time (days) for Ekosk
formation water (left), nonioni water (middle) and seawater SW1 (right)
The reation solver is tested on 3 dierent uids: nonioni water, Ekosk formation brine and
seawater SW1 (experimental data are speied in hapter 8). We speify a uid omposition and
the surrounding rok and then observe how they hange with time due to the exposure. The rst 2
uids are onsidered low reative (sine the minerals are "insoluble" in water and formation brine
is in equilibrium) while seawater is onsidered more reative. The simulation ran 30 times to give
the state at dierent times tsol in the interval 0 to 2 days. Remember that the internal time steps
are hosen by the Matlab ode23 routine.
The rate onstants determined in [23℄ were used in the test (orreted for porosity and inluding
the dolomite onstant) as given below
kc1 = 3.125 · 10−6 (mol/liter)/se, kg1 = 0.03kc1, km1 = 0.09kc1, kd1 = 0.00kc1 (7.48)
As seen in Fig 7.2 the 2 less reative brines very quikly reah an equilibrium state that would
be better aptured if more points were used. On a rst look they seem to be very reative, but
when you look at the onentration sale their state hanges little in absolute value. Espeially
sulphate ion onentrations appear to hange, but are only the result of the error limitations of
the routine. In both ases it should theoretially be 0, but is alulated to be of an order equal or
less than 10−10 mol/liter.
Seawater SW1 is seen to hange more in response to the rok and only after 1.5-2 days the
reations have reahed equilibrium. This shows that a reative uid will spend days to reah
equilibrium so using outer time steps on the order of hours seems reasonable.
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7.3 The onvetion/diusion solver
∂tρ + ∂x(ρ
εV
φ
) = ∂x
(
Dφ∂x(
ρ
φ
)
)
(7.49)
∂tρ = 0 (7.50)
Without reation terms our equations take the form
∂tρna + ∂x(ρna
εV
φ
) = ∂x
(
Dφ∂x(
ρna
φ
)
)
(7.51)
∂tρcl + ∂x(ρcl
εV
φ
) = ∂x
(
Dφ∂x(
ρcl
φ
)
)
(7.52)
∂tρca + ∂x(ρca
εV
φ
) = ∂x
(
Dφ∂x(
ρca
φ
)
)
(7.53)
∂tρso + ∂x(ρso
εV
φ
) = ∂x
(
Dφ∂x(
ρso
φ
)
)
(7.54)
∂tρmg + ∂x(ρmg
εV
φ
) = ∂x
(
Dφ∂x(
ρmg
φ
)
)
(7.55)
∂tρc = 0 (7.56)
∂tρg = 0 (7.57)
∂tρm = 0 (7.58)
∂tρd = 0 (7.59)
We see the mineral onentrations do not hange with time. Sine
φ ≡ 1− Mc
ωc
ρc +
Mg
ωg
ρg +
Mm
ωm
ρm +
Md
ωd
ρd (7.60)
D ≡ Dmφ+ αεV
φ
(7.61)
and V an be assumed onstant over the solution time tsol (here normally taken to be a half
timestep ∆T/2) both φ and D have onstant spatial distributions during the solution. Espeially
only the minerals initial distributions are required for the solver. The dierential equations equa-
tions are not oupled sine eah equation has no parameters depending on the solution of the other
variables. This means eah solution an be solved separately.
At the start we speify porosity distribution φ0(x) and the onstant V0 (both given at the time
speied in the fullsale simulation by T ). Let
J ≡ εV0 (7.62)
The distribution of D is then alulated as
D0(x) = Dmφ0(x) + µε
V0
φ0(x)
= Dmφ0(x) +
µJ
φ0(x)
(7.63)
For eah ion we must speify the initial onentration distribution ρi(x, t = 0) = ρi0(x). The
left boundary ondition is given by the inlet uid onentration Ci,brine and the porosity at that
position as
ρi(0, t) = Ci,brineφ0(0) (7.64)
For the right boundary ondition we would use ρi(∞, t) = ρi0(∞) but sine we must onsider a
nite system in pratie we let
∂xρi(1, t) = 0 (7.65)
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whih in pratie means the right boundary adopts the neighbors value. Eah ion then requires
the solution of
∂tρ(x, t) + ∂x(J
ρ(x, t)
φ0(x)
) = ∂x
(
D0(x)φ0(x)∂x(
ρ(x, t)
φ0(x)
)
)
(7.66)
We solve the equations simultaneously by performing the same operations to the ion vetor as we
would to eah ion variable.
7.3.1 Numerial solution
For simpliity we onsider the equation of one ion variable
∂tρ(x, t) = ∂x
(
D0(x)φ0(x)∂x(
ρ(x, t)
φ0(x)
)
)
− ∂x(J ρ(x, t)
φ0(x)
) (7.67)
We now assume we know the solution at a time t in disrete points so that
ρni ≡ ρ(xi, tn) (7.68)
for integers 1 ≤ i ≤ I suh that I∆x = 1 and tn = n∆t. Based on this information we want to
estimate the solution at the next timestep ρn+1i .
We disretize the separate terms as follows
∂tρ(x, t) =
ρn+1i − ρni
∆t
(7.69)
∂x
(
D0(x)φ0(x)∂x(
ρ(x, t)
φ0(x)
)
)
=
1
∆x
(
(D0φ0∂x
ρ
φ0
)i+1/2 − (D0φ0∂x
ρ
φ0
)i−1/2
)
(7.70)
∂x(J
ρ(x, t)
φ0(x)
) =
1
∆x
(
(J
ρ
φ0
)i+1/2 − (J
ρ
φ0
)i−1/2
)
(7.71)
We use an expliit 3-point formulation (meaning that the solution at a point for the next time
step is based on the solution in the point and its neighbors at the previous time). In other words
all values on the right side are given at tn. The values of interfae expression must be seleted
in a proper manner for numerial stability. A good starting point is to let uxes be based on
the diretion the points they ome from. In this way we assume the ow is running from left to
right (sine we injet at the left boundary) and so for the onvetive terms we use an upwind
formulation
(
ρ
φ0
)i+1/2 =
ρi
φ0,i
(
ρ
φ0
)i−1/2 =
ρi−1
φ0,i−1
(7.72)
If we had based this ux on the values on both sides of the interfae it would ause stability
problems.
The diusive terms are somewhat simpler when it omes to stability. We need representative
values of φ0 and D0 based on the neighboring ell values. This an be done in a number of ways:
• Arithmeti mean:
D0,i+1/2 =
1
2 (D0,i +D0,i+1), D0,i−1/2 =
1
2
(D0,i−1 +D0,i), (7.73)
φ0,i+1/2 =
1
2 (φ0,i + φ0,i+1), φ0,i−1/2 =
1
2
(φ0,i−1 + φ0,i). (7.74)
• Harmoni mean:
D0,i+1/2 =
2D0,iD0,i+1
D0,i+D0,i+1
, D0,i−1/2 =
2D0,i−1D0,i
D0,i−1 +D0,i
, (7.75)
φ0,i+1/2 =
2φ0,iφ0,i+1
φ0,i+φ0,i+1
, φ0,i−1/2 =
2φ0,i−1φ0,i
φ0,i−1 + φ0,i
. (7.76)
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• Geometri mean:
D0,i+1/2 =
√
D0,iD0,i+1, D0,i−1/2 =
√
D0,i−1D0,i, (7.77)
φ0,i+1/2 =
√
φ0,iφ0,i+1, φ0,i−1/2 =
√
φ0,i−1φ0,i. (7.78)
The gradients are disretized as
∂x(
ρ
φ0
)i+1/2 =
1
∆x(
ρi+1
φ0,i+1
− ρiφ0,i ), ∂x(
ρ
φ0
)i−1/2 =
1
∆x
(
ρi
φ0,i
− ρi−1
φ0,i−1
) (7.79)
Now let
λ ≡ ∆t
∆x
(7.80)
With the notation above in mind the onvetion/diusion solver takes the form
ρn+1i = ρi + λ
(
[D0,i+1/2φ0,i+1/2(∂x
ρ
φ0
)i+1/2]− [D0,i−1/2φ0,i−1/2(∂x
ρ
φ0
)i−1/2]
)
−λ
(
J(
ρ
φ0
)i+1/2 − J(
ρ
φ0
)i−1/2
)
(7.81)
These equations are omputed for eah ell i = 1..I, but we must speify values at the boundary
interfaes. Speially the average values of D0 and φ0 are taken as the ell value at the edges.
At the outlet the pore onentration is assumed the same at the enter of the ell as at the
right boundary so we neglet diusion there and keep the upwind ux.
At the inlet the onvetive ux in is naturally given by the injetion uid omposition. The
left side diusive ux is given by assuming a ell to the left with injetion uid omposition.
D0,1/2 = D0,1 D0,I+1/2 = D0,I (7.82)
φ0,1/2 = φ0,1 φ0,I+1/2 = φ0,I (7.83)
( ρφ0 )1/2 = Cinj (
ρ
φ0
)I+1/2 =
ρI
φ0,I
(7.84)
∂x(
ρ
φ0
)1/2 =
1
∆x(
ρ1
φ0,1
− Cinj) ∂x( ρ
φ0
)I+1/2 = 0 (7.85)
To determine a good volume rate for the experiment we want the front to pass through the
ore during the time sale of the experiment. Let Q be volume rate and q be the number of pore
volumes per day injeted. To let this be determined uniquely we relate it to the initial porosity
φinit.
Q = q
ALφinit
τ
(7.86)
Q is also related to Darys law.
Q = −ktotA
ν
∆P
L
= − k̂k
′
totA
ν
∆P
L
= − k̂k
′A
ν
p̂
L
∂p′
∂x′
(7.87)
Combining this we get
q
Lφinit
τ
= − k̂k
′
tot
ν
∆P
L
(7.88)
k′∂p′
∂x′
=
k′tot
∆P
p̂
L
L
= k′tot
∆P
p̂
= −qφinit L
2
τD̂m
D̂mν
k̂p̂
= −qφinit
ε
(7.89)
J = −εk
′∂p′
∂x′
= qφinit (7.90)
This simple relation is used so that q is an input parameter to determine J . We will typially
onsider injetion rates of 1 PV/day, orresponding to q = 1.
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7.3.2 Simpliation: Constant porosity
With φ onstant and equal over time and spae and V0 onsidered onstant over the solver simula-
tion time (as before) we an simplify the system and better evaluate stability. D0 will be onstant
and uniform over a simulation. Let
V ≡ εV0
φ
=
J
φ
(7.91)
(not to be onfused with the seepage veloity whih is not dimensionless). Note that for onstant
porosity
V = q (7.92)
so V adopts the value of number pore volumes injeted per day diretly. The PDE beomes
∂tρ(x, t) = D0∂xx(ρ(x, t))− V ∂x(ρ(x, t)) (7.93)
With the hosen disretization we have
ρn+1i = ρi + λD0
(
(∂xρ)i+1/2 − (∂xρ)i−1/2
)− λV (ρi+1/2 − ρi−1/2) (7.94)
= ρi + λD0
(
ρi+1 − ρi
∆x
− ρi − ρi−1
∆x
)
− λV (ρi − ρi−1) (7.95)
= ρi − λ
(
[V ρi −D0 ρi+1 − ρi
∆x
]− [V ρi−1 −D0 ρi − ρi−1
∆x
]
)
(7.96)
with boundary onditions
ρ1/2 = Cinjφ0 ρI+1/2 = ρI (7.97)
∂xρ1/2 =
1
∆x(ρ1 − Cinjφ) ∂xρI+1/2 = 0 (7.98)
used to solve for the rst and last ell.
In [9℄ solutions to the problem
∂tρ(x, t) + ∂x(f(ρ(x, t))) = 0 (7.99)
(orresponding to f(ρ) = V ρ and D0 = 0) are investigated and espeially the upwind formulation
used above for the onvetion gives stable onvergene if
V λ ≤ 1 ⇔ ∆t ≤ ∆x/V (7.100)
A test of this riterion (using ∆t = ∆x/V ) was performed on (7.96). Settings for the simulation
was
dx = 0.05, φ = 0.3, ∆T = 0.0, 0.2, ..., 1.0, V = 1.0, ρinitial = 1, Cinj = 50 (7.101)
For D0 = 0 the result (left in Fig 7.3) is a funtion with smooth fronts indiating how far the
injeted uid has traveled, imposed by the onvetive ow. The initial distribution is here a at
line. As seen the fronts are here far from vertial as expeted theoretially. The smear depends
on the method used (upwind is onsidered relatively good) and the grid renement (the grid is a
bit oarse). Inluding diusion soon makes the solution unstable.
For D0 = 0.01 (bottom in Fig 7.3) it really diverges to unreasonable values, but for D0 = 0.001
(right in Fig 7.3) it seems okay. However for suh low values of D it is little dierene between
the solutions (unless one looks losely). The value of V will typially be around 1 but simulations
show that a ner grid is required for the fronts and we need a better limitation on ∆t for stability.
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Figure 7.3: Numerial results for onvetive/diusive displaement: Conentration distribution at
times 0.0, 0.2, ..., 1.0 . Left: D0 = 0. Right: D0 = 0.001. Bottom: D0 = 0.01
7.3.3 TVD-analysis for stability
Our measure of stability will be total variation (TV). It is dened as
TV n =
∞∑
i=−∞
|ρni+i − ρni |∆x (7.102)
We seek a limitation on the time steps so that the method is total variation diminishing (TVD).
A method is TVD if
TV n+1 ≤ TV n for all n (7.103)
This ensures that the solution at a later time will not osillate or blow up.
We will now give a riterion to ensure that our method is TVD. A numerial proedure for the
solution of (7.99) an be written as
ρn+1i = ρi − λ[fi+1/2 − fi−1/2] = ρi − λ[F (ρi, ρi+1)− F (ρi−1, ρi)] (7.104)
Notie that eq (7.96) is of exatly this form with
F (ρi, ρi+1) = V ρi −D0 ρi+1 − ρi
∆x
(7.105)
Dene
qi+1/2 ≡ λ
f(ρi)− 2F (ρi, ρi+1) + f(ρi+1)
ρi+1 − ρi (7.106)
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If
λ|f(ρi+1)− f(ρi)
ρi+1 − ρi | ≤ qi+1/2 ≤ 1 (7.107)
the method is TVD. It will also be monotoniity preserving (MP), meaning that if the solution is
nondereasing or -inreasing at some point it will be the same at all later times. If the rightside
limit of 7.107 is replaed by 1/2 the solution at the next time step is limited by the inmum and
supremum of the previous solution (from [9℄).
With our algorithm we get
λ|f(ρi+1)− f(ρi)
ρi+1 − ρi | = λ|
V ρi+1 − V ρi
ρi+1 − ρi | = λV (7.108)
qi+1/2 = λ
V ρi − 2(V ρi −D0 ρi+1−ρi∆x ) + V ρi+1
ρi+1 − ρi (7.109)
= λ
V ρi+1 − V ρi + 2D0 ρi+1−ρi∆x
ρi+1 − ρi (7.110)
= λ(V +
2D0
∆x
) (7.111)
Clearly the left inequality of (7.107) is held sine D0 ≥ 0. Our riterion beomes
λ(V +
2D0
∆x
) ≤ 1 ⇔ ∆t ≤ ∆x
2
V∆x+ 2D0
(7.112)
Note that for low D0 it takes the same form as 7.100. Also of importane is that for high D0 we
get small ∆t and a large number of time steps. This riterion is also derived from the denition
in app D. If V = 0 and D is very low the time step an beome larger than the simulation time.
To make sure we always nish the simulation with at least 2 steps and exatly on the simulation
time we selet ∆t as follows
steps = round(tsol/∆tmax + 1.5) ∆t = tsol/steps (7.113)
A new simulation test was performed with the highest allowed ∆t from (7.112). Settings for
the simulation was
dx = 0.01, φ = 0.3, ∆T = 0.0, 0.33, 0.67, 1.0, ρinitial = 1, Cinj = 50 (7.114)
and both D0 and V were varied. First the ase V = 1 and D0 = 0 was repeated and as seen left
in Fig 7.4 the fronts are better dened with steeper edges than the ase left in 7.3.
When we inlude diusion the eet is lear as seen right in Fig 7.4. V = 1 still, but we
vary D over the values 0.0, 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1. The fronts move with approximately the same
veloity, but the onentration prole is smoothed out more for higher D0. If D0 is high the front
atually hanges speed beause the diusive wave out to the left travels faster than the onvetive
speed and has reahed the left boundary. Sine the algorithm tells the left side to keep a onstant
value the wave is reeted at the edge and the mass is pushed ahead of the onvetive front. This
solution is not very physial sine a physial system would let the diusion ontinue.
To see the eets of diusion only we let V = 0 and vary D0 from 0 to 1. The solutions
are given at time 1.0 in Fig 7.5. We see that in all ases the diusion works to average out any
dierenes in onentration (in this ase the onentration in the ore is inreased beause ions
travel into it by diusion from the onentrated brine). The higher the value of D0 the more rapid
this proess happens. Also this example is not entirely physial sine diusion should be allowed to
proeed out of the ore. However we are mostly interested in situations where onvetion redues
this error.
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Figure 7.4: Conentration distribution at times between 0.0 and 1.0 . Left: V = 1 and D0 = 0.
Right: V = 1, D0 = 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 (lines with higher D0 have more dots).
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Figure 7.5: Conentration distribution at time 1.0 with V = 0 and D0 = 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0
(graphs orresponding to higher D are more to the right).
7.4 Consequenes of operator splitting
As seen in this hapter the splitting of the original problem into a onvetion/diusion solver and
a reation solver oers great advantages when it omes to solving the equations. But it also has
a prie when we want the overall solution to onverge to the solution of the initial problem. The
external numerial disretization has some key eets and we must try to keep the number of time
steps and ells as low as possible without aeting the end result to seriously.
7.4.1 Too high ∆T : Washout
If tsol = ∆T/2 is too high the ow will push out any initial uid omposition distribution and
replae it with the injetion brine omposition uniformly. When the reation solver starts, the
reations respond to the loal uid omposition and therefore the result will also be a uniform
reation. The entire ore will show a uniform distribution throughout the simulation that hanges
only with time. This phenomena ould also be limited to a smaller portion of the ore. This
means that for long time simulations it is still important to keep ∆T on a level that allows for
heterogeneous reations.
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7.4.2 Too high ∆T : Chemial equilibrium
If the reations are allowed to our isolated over a long enough period they will reah equilibrium.
However we wish to apture the eets that reations are onstantly disturbed by the ow. In
other words a sample of uid may reat at one loation and approah equilibrium and then be
transported further downstream the ore. Sine this sample is loser to equilibrium it reats slower
and there should be less preipitation/dissolution. The hoie of ∆t deides then if the reations
happen everywhere in the ore or primarily at the inlet. Note that this dependene an also be
linked to the reation rates and the rate onstants.
7.4.3 Too low ∆T : Left side boundary ondition
We want to permit reations to happen near the inlet, so that the omposition there hanges during
the reation proedure. However, it is expeted that on an average basis the uid omposition
there is similar to the injetion omposition. This is a paradox sine the plae whih will hange
the injetion omposition most rapidly will also be onstant over time.
The answer to this paradox is that we are looking a nite distane into the rok and so there
will be a hange in the uid omposition. However, the reating uid is also being transported
away, arrying dissolved ions and the inlet position is refueled with reative brine. It is natural to
expet that moving loser to the inlet one would always nd the omposition lose to the injetion
brine. This point is not aptured if the time step is taken to short. Consider the distribution
after the reation solver has nished. The onvetion/diusion solver uses this distribution as
input and returns a new distribution after ∆t/2. If the solver has not given ell 1 a omposition
equal to the injetion omposition it will be loser to equilibrium between the injetion uid and
the rok. This eet will lead the inlet omposition further away from its supposed value until it
reahes a stable value between inlet omposition and equilibrium omposition, depending on the
numeris. Given the spatial grid for x we should ideally keep ∆t/2 large enough to let ell 1 reah
the injetion omposition. A numerial test was performed in Exel to test how long steps would
be required. First we looked at a ase with low diusion.
Figure 7.6: Left: Simulation time required for solver to reah 0.218 M onentration in ell 1 (3
orret deimals). Right: solution for ρ01 = 0.16 and ∆t = 0.01 (only every seond step shown)
The settings were
V = 1 D = 0.001 dx = 0.05 ρ0 = 0.218 ρ
0
2,3,4 = 0 ρ
0
1 variable tsol = 0.02 (7.115)
a simple system indiating injetion of 0.218 M MgCl2 solution (with ρ indiating Mg
2+
onen-
tration in mol/liter) into a ore lled with pure water where only look at the rst 4 ells. Given
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the data above (note that the simulation time tsol = 0.02 ≈ 0.5 ∗ 1/24 is equivalent to a half hour)
and the stability riterium (7.112) we nd the inner time step ∆t using
steps = round(tsol/∆tmax + 1.5) = 2 ∆t = tsol/steps = 0.01 (7.116)
Then for a given tsol we ompute the solution in spae and time and see how long it takes for ell
1 to get omposition equal to the injetion omposition to 2 or 3 deimals. We want this time to
be less then the simulation time of the solver.
What is lear from the results left in Fig 7.6 is that ell 1 does not opy the injetion solution
properly before 0.3 days have gone, although 0.25 days would over most pratial situations. For
example the equilibrium onentration of Mg2+ is around 0.16 mol/liter and after 0.24 days it
reahes the wanted 0.218 as seen in the table to the right in Fig 7.6 with the omplete solution.
The required time well outside the typial time for the solver. Note that the values only approah
the boundary ondition, but the error is minimal after a long enough period.
Figure 7.7: Left: Simulation time required for solver to reah 0.218 M onentration in ell 1 (3
orret deimals). Right: solution for ρ01 = 0.16 and ∆t = 0.0011 (only every 9th step shown)
Consider now the same example with D = 1.0. An immediate numerial onsequene of
inreasing D is that ∆t dereases from 0.01 to 0.0011 to keep stability, while the number of time
steps inreases from 2 to 18.
The inreased diusion redues the time to get the proper boundary data to less than 0.1 days
(see Fig 7.7) for any pratial initial value in ell 1, but as we see in the table, after the simulation
time of 0.02 has ended, the dierene is little.
7.4.4 Corretion at the boundary
The onvetion/diusion solver is of the form
ρn+1i = ρi + λ
(
[D0,i+1/2φ0,i+1/2(∂x
ρ
φ0
)i+1/2]− [D0,i−1/2φ0,i−1/2(∂x
ρ
φ0
)i−1/2]
)
−λ
(
J(
ρ
φ0
)i+1/2 − J(
ρ
φ0
)i−1/2
)
(7.117)
(∂x
ρ
φ0
)1/2 =
1
∆x
(
ρ1
φ0,1
− Cinj) (∂x ρ
φ0
)I+1/2 = 0 (
ρ
φ0
)1/2 = Cinj (
ρ
φ0
)I+1/2 =
ρI
φ0,I
(7.118)
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and it is based on mass preservation/transport. Espeially we see that when summing over all
ells and multiplying with ∆V = A∆x we get
A
∑
i
ρn+1i ∆x = A
∑
i
ρi∆x+A∆t
(
[D0,I+1/2φ0,I+1/2(∂x
ρ
φ0
)I+1/2]− [D0,1/2φ0,1/2(∂x
ρ
φ0
)1/2]
)
−A∆t
(
J(
ρ
φ0
)I+1/2 − J(
ρ
φ0
)1/2
)
(7.119)
It states that the number of moles at the next time step is equal to the previous number of moles
plus the dierene of moles transported in and out by onvetion and diusion at the boundaries
of the ore. In this way no moles disappear sine uxes leaving a ell enter another.
We now want to alter this method to obtain the orret boundary ondition on the left hand
side at the end of the simulation. We ould do this by inreasing the simulation time tsol = ∆T/2
or perhaps rening the grid, but we treat them for now as given.
As seen in the example (espeially the tables in Fig 7.6 and 7.7) ell 1 approahes the boundary
ondition during the simulation. After a ertain fration of tsol we then replae ell 1 with the
boundary ondition after eah iteration. Compared to the total mass this is a negligible error
when ∆x→ 0. The remaining fration of tsol is spent on smoothing out any disontinuities. This
is also a good approximation of the diusion is of same order as the onvetion (D similar to V ).
Note also that this proedure gives a diusive ux from ell 2 to ell 1 that is not arried any
further, but as seen in the table, after some time the two ell values are similar and the diusive
ux is not very signiant. If we ould use tsol = ∆T/2 = 0.3 days the error would be very small
in rst our example. Had we let it be innite there would be no error at the boundary. Sine
diusion works to average out any deviations we must fore the orret boundary ondition in
plae in nite time.
A test of the full simulator was performed with data orresponding to the paper [23℄
V = 1.3 D = 1.058 ∆T = 0.5hr Tsol = 2days (7.120)
The rate onstants in (7.48) were also used. Seawater SW1 was injeted into a ore that had
reahed equilibrium with nonioni water.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of left boundary onditions. Closer view in the right piture.
The distribution of Ca-ion onentration in the ore after 2 days is given in Fig 7.8. We have
plotted 5 urves: the initial equilibrium is used as a referene, 2 urves have only onvetion
and diusion taking plae but one used the loose boundary ondition and the other the fored.
The 2 are inseparable at the given time but might have been more distinguished before the ore
was ompletely ooded. The 2 remaining urves inlude reations also and there is a small but
notieable dierene between the 2 urves at the inlet that is redued further out in the ore.
With the fored ondition the solutions with and without reations always join at the left side.
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7.4.5 Choie of ∆T
As seen in the example of the reation solver and the disussion above we should use time steps
not exeeding a few hours to apture the interplay between onvetion/diusion and reations.
We will typially use 0.5 to 2.5 hr as external time steps orresponding to ∆T = 0.02− 0.10.
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Chapter 8
Experimental data
8.1 Experimental setting
The experimental data were obtained at the University of Stavanger and is also given in [22, 23℄.
Cores of halk were lled with nonioni water at a temperature of 130oC, while being pres-
surized by a onning pressure. The ore saturation is performed a long time so equilibrium an
be reahed. Injetion of a brine with given omposition into the ore results in disturbane of the
equilibrium and hemial reations. Ion onentrations of Ca, So, Mg, Na and Cl are measured at
the outlet at dierent times after start of injetion. Also this proess is performed at high tem-
perature and pressure. Pressure at the inlet and outlet are adjusted to keep the owrate onstant
during the experiment. The ooding proesses were kept going for several days.
The relevant ore properties were
Initial porosity φinit = 0.48
Length L = 0.07m
Bulk volume Vb = 75ml
Pore volume Vp = 36ml
Matrix volume Vm = 39ml
Rok mass mm = 100g
The initial alite onentration an be alulated as
ρc =
mm
McVb
=
100g
100g/mol · 0.075liter = 13.33mol/liter (8.1)
However we will use eq (5.105) to alulate the initial onentration sine that is used later in the
program.
ρc = (1− φinit) ωc
Mc
= (1− 0.48) 2710
100.087
= 14.08mol/liter (8.2)
The values are similar indiating that the formula an be used.
All experiments use a volume rate of 1.3 pore volumes per day, whih is equivalent to
q = 1.3 J = qφinit = 0.624 (8.3)
We assume a onstant visosity of
ν = 0.7cP = 0.7 · 10−3Pa · s (8.4)
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Figure 8.1: Brines used in experiments and simulations
8.2 Fluid ompositions
In the alulations we must speify an initial uid and an injetion uid. Eah omposition is
identied by the uid onentration of Ca, So, Mg, Na and Cl. The experiments available for
omparison are halk ores saturated with nonioni water and then ooded with the 5 brines to
the right in Fig 8.1. Note that the 2 seawater brines have idential omposition of Ca, So and Mg
but dier in Na and Cl. The 3 remaining injetion brines are simple solutions ontaining only 2
of the 5 ions in eah. In all simulations being ompared to experiments we will use nonioni water
as initial uid that is saturated with the rok to equilibrium before simulation starts.
8.3 Ativity oeients and ioni strength
For any simulation the ativity oeients of every ion and the ioni strength of the solution
must be alulated using the theory in subsetion 5.6.1. These values are set to depend only on
the temperature and the injetion uid omposition. Note that brines 1, 4 and 5 in Fig 8.2 have
Figure 8.2: Ioni strength I0 and ativity oeients of the ions alulated in simulations with
injetion of the speied brine
almost idential ioni strength and ativity oeients.
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8.4 Reation equilibrium onstants
These are assumed to depend only on temperature and are given at T = 130oC
Kc = 10
+0.35, Kg = 10
−5.94, Km = 10
−0.01, Kd = 10
−0.82, (8.5)
PCO2 = 10
−3.5, K = 10−9.01 (8.6)
C1 = PCO2 ∗K, C2 = 10−10.15, Cw = 10−12.26 (8.7)
The units are based on (mole/liter) exept PCO2 and K whih also require pressure units, but C1
removes this unit from the system sine C1 is only based on (mole/liter).
8.5 Referene values
We use
x̂ = L = 0.07m (8.8)
t̂ = τ = 1d = 24 · 60 · 60 = 86400s (8.9)
D̂m =
L2
τ
=
0.072
86400
= 5.67 · 10−8m2/s (8.10)
k̂ = 2mD = 0.002 · 0.987 · 10−12 = 1.974 · 10−15m2 (8.11)
p̂ = 1bar = 105Pa (8.12)
ε =
k̂p̂
νD̂m
=
1.974 · 10−15m2105Pa
0.7 · 10−3Pa · s5.67 · 10−8m2/s = 4.97 (8.13)
in SI units for the alulations.
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Chapter 9
Case I: Constant ore properties and
inompressible uid
9.1 Assumptions and goals
The basi assumptions for this ase are that we an treat permeability and porosity as uniform
and onstant in the equation and that the veloity is uniform. In the setion we will explain how
to use and atually use experimental results to determine parameters in the model. It is important
to notie that the statement of onstant porosity means onstant in the equations. We still want
to alulate porosity as a funtion of mineral onentration, but do not treat porosity as a variable.
An important tehnique to determine parameters is elimination. We nd ases where only 1 or
a few parameters at and determine them with high auray. Then the parameters an be taken
as given and more ompliated ases are suddenly simplied to ontain less variable parameters.
We will nd the omponents of the diusion oeient and evaluate whether magnesite or
dolomite is best suited to explain the observations or if both minerals should be inluded.
The development of the solid struture of the ore is of great interest and we will see how
porosity hanges and if it is reasonable to treat it as onstant. Also the assumption of a uniform
veloity will be heked.
9.2 Simple pressure analysis
As mentioned in setion 6.1 pressure p an be eliminated using Darys law (V (t) ≡ QA ) and a
boundary ondition (let us say the inlet pressure, pinlet). The steps below are given assuming
onsistent units with Q volumetri rate, A rossetional area, L the ore length and V the seepage
veloity. We are espeially interested in the pressure drop over the ore ∆P (t) = pinlet − poutlet.
Q(t) is ontrolled externally and indues the pressure drop. The overall permeability k falls out
of this relation.
V (t) ≡ Q
A
= −k
ν
dp
dx
⇒ dp
dx
= −Qν
kA
⇒
∫ p
pinlet
dp =
∫ x
x=0
−Qν
kA
dx (9.1)
p(x, t) = pinlet − Q(t)ν
kA
x (9.2)
∆P = pinlet − p(L, t) = Q(t) νL
kA
(9.3)
An important impliation of eq (9.3) is that if the injetion rate is onstant so is the pressure
drop. We should expet utuations, but if we see any notable hanges with time this suggests
permeability is aeted by the hemial proesses.
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Suh a test an indiate whether the brine is really aeting the permeability and porosity
(assuming they are onneted loally). This is not pursued further, but an easily be implemented
into the algorithm.
9.3 Determination of D and α
The determination ofD an be made by omparing the outlet onentrations ofNa+ and Cl− from
experiments with simulations where we selet the best value of D. These ions are not partiipating
in the reations and the onentration movement should only depend on the onvetion whih is
onstant and the diusion. D is here t to Cl− urve from the experiments of injeting 0.109 M
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Figure 9.1: Comparison of Cl− onentrations at outlet with dierent values of D. Left: injetion
of 0.109 M MgCl2. Right: injetion of 0.218 M MgCl2
MgCl2 and of 0.218 M MgCl2. All simulations here use a time step of 1 hr. The referene value
for D in the gure 9.1 is
ref = 0.6 · 10−7m2/s (9.4)
whih was used in [23℄.
It is seen that 2 times the referene value makes the best t in both ases. When we ompare
this to the experiment of injeting 0.657 M NaCl seen in Fig 9.2 we see that it makes a better t
than D=1 ref, but that it ould also be higher.
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Figure 9.2: Comparison of Cl− and Na+ onentrations at outlet with dierent values of D.
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Note that we have only inluded simulation of Cl− for the reason that the theoretial distri-
bution of the 2 ions should be idential for NaCl injetion into nonioni water. The spread in the
2 experimental urves an indiate the unertainty in the measurements or perhaps that the ions
have a dierent diusion oeient.
We onlude then that
D = 1.2 · 10−7m2/s D′ = D
D̂m
=
12.00
5.671
= 2.116 (9.5)
Assuming
Dm = 3.5 · 10−9m2/s D′m =
Dm
D̂m
=
3.5
56.71
= 0.0617 (9.6)
as disussed in App C and that the porosity is equal to the initial during these short experiments
(D is t to data mostly before 1 d =1440 min) we alulate
D′ = D′mφ+
µJ
φ
(9.7)
µ = (D′ −D′mφ)
φ
J
= (2.116− 0.0617 · 0.48) 0.48
0.624
= 1.605 (9.8)
α = µL = 1.605 · 0.07 = 0.112m (9.9)
From the numbers above it is seen that the onvetive diusion part is dominant in the onsidered
owing ase. If there is no onvetive ow the diusion is purely moleular. Both these ases
are demonstrated in the test of the onvetion/diusion solver for onstant porosity in subsetion
7.3.3.
9.4 Test of assumption: uniform V
Consider the water phase equation in onsistent units
∂
∂t
(φC) +
∂
∂x
(CV ) = φ
∑
ions
r˙i (9.10)
Now transform this equation into dimensionless units
∂
τ∂t′
(φC) +
∂
L∂x′
(C
k̂p̂
Lν
V ′) = φ
∑
ions
r˙i (9.11)
∂
∂t′
(φC) +
∂
∂x′
(CεV ′) = φτ
∑
ions
r˙i (9.12)
Our assumptions of onstant porosity and inompressibility simplies the equation and we an
solve for ∂x′V
′
∂
∂x′
(V ′) =
φτ
Cε
∑
ions
r˙i (9.13)
The ion rates are given by
r˙ca = r˙c + r˙g + r˙d, r˙so = r˙g, r˙mg = r˙m + r˙d, r˙na = 0, r˙cl = 0 (9.14)
so that ∑
ions
r˙i = r˙ca + r˙so + r˙mg + r˙na + r˙cl = r˙c + 2r˙g + r˙m + 2r˙d (9.15)
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If we divide eq (9.13) by V ′ and use that J ≡ εV ′ we get
∂V
V ∂x′
=
∂V ′
V ′∂x′
=
φτ
CJ
(r˙c + 2r˙g + r˙m + 2r˙d) (9.16)
The left-hand side of eq (9.16) is the gradient of V divided by V , so if this number is small we get
that the variation in V over the ore is negligible ompared to its average value and it is reasonable
to assume it is uniform. φ, τ, C, J are known quantities at the beginning of the simulation, while
the rate terms must be evaluated at spei points and times.
9.5 Determination of rate parameters
All that is left to determine in the model are the rate onstants kc, km, kg, kd that ontrol the
speed of the reations and their relative importane. Note that sine all the rate expressions are
of the form
r˙ = sgn(ρ)F+ − F−, F = kφτ(1 − Ω) (9.17)
the rate onstants do not express the reations rates relative to eah other in general but expresses
how fast dissolution of one mineral ours relative to another.
All simulations for determining rate onstants use a simulation time of 5 days with 48 time
steps, so that ∆T = 2.5 hr, unless otherwise speied. The experiments typially last more than
5 days, but a lear trend is observed long before then.
9.5.1 Magnesite model
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Figure 9.3: Left: Fitting the parameter km to data from 0.109 M MgCl2 injetion when kc is
already speied to 1.3 · ref . Right: Comparing the new parameters with data from 0.218 M
MgCl2 injetion. Ca-urves are red, Mg-urves are blue.
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Our starting point is the parameters given in the paper [23℄:
kc = 3.125 · 10−6 (mol/liter)/se, kg = 0.03kc, km = 0.09kc, kd = 0.00kc (9.18)
From this we dene a referene value
ref = 3.125 · 10−6 (9.19)
and express kc as a multiple of ref and the remaining onstants as a multiple of kc. Sine we only
onsider magnesite among magnesium minerals dolomite is eliminated by keeping kd = 0.
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Figure 9.4: Top: Fitting the parameter kg to data from seawater SW1 injetion when kc = 1.3 ·ref
and km = 0.05 ·kc are already speied. Left: Comparing the new parameters (kc = 1.3ref , km =
0.05kc, kg = 0.045kc) with data from seawater SW2 injetion. Right: Parameter ombinations.
Ca is red, Mg blue, So purple, Na light blue and Cl green.
Choosing the parameters from the experiments goes aordingly:
We selet a value for kc, in this example kc = 1.3 · ref . Then we run simulations with injetion
of 0.109 M MgCl2 with dierent values of km (note that So-ions are not part of this experiment
or simulation so we an set kg = 0 or some other value without hanging anything) and selet
the value that ts best with the euents of Ca- and Mg-ions (see left in Fig 9.3). We see here
that km = 0.05kc makes a good t ompared to the other. Higher values of km tends to redue
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the amount of esaping Mg-ions. This means more of the ions are left behind in the ore having
reated and formed magnesite.
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Figure 9.5: Porosity distribution after 2 days with the given number of time steps.
Next the parameters are tested for quality by omparing the simulation with experimental
data of injeting 0.218 M MgCl2 (see right in Fig 9.3). The t is exellent for all involved ions
(Na, Ca, Mg). The next step is to determine the last parameter kg. We then use data from
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Figure 9.6: Euents of Ca, So and Mg when injeting SW1 over 2 days. Parameters: kc = 1.3ref ,
km = 0.05kc, kg = 0.045kc.
injetion of seawater SW1 whih ontains all 5 ions (Ca, So, Mg, Na, Cl) in measurable quantities.
As seen top in Fig 9.4 the measured Ca- and Mg- urves have not stabilized and only indiate
what they will approah. So-ions have a at urve and it is better for diret omparison. Using
a similar approah as before dierent values of kg are tested until a good math is found, in this
ase kg = 0.045 · kc.
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Finally these parameters are tested against data from seawater SW2 injetion. The urves
seem to onverge to approximately the same values after a long time (left in Fig 9.4).
What is lear after these omparisons is that the model seems to apture the long time behavior
quite well, but initially there is a jump in the onentrations of Ca, So and Mg followed by a slow
and steady derease or deline. This is only partially seen in some of the simulated So-urves, but
it is lear from a lot of simulations that this transient behavior is not aptured by the model.
The hoie of kc may seem arbitrary and it was, although relatively lose to the value ref . A-
tually a lot of dierent hoies of parameters give just as good t to the data, but as demonstrated:
when a spei value of kc has been seleted the values of km and kg are uniquely determined. Sev-
eral simulation resulted in the dierent ombinations given right in Fig 9.4 (note the logarithmi
sale on the y-axis). It was impossible to nd a km to t the 0.109 M MgCl2 injetion for kc equal
to 0.1 or 0.3 times ref, but higher kc values always resulted in a good t with the experiments.
Inreasing kc redues km rapidly to a few perent of kc, while kg shows less variation. Typial
values are then
kc = (0.5− 2.0)ref, km = (0.03− 2)kc, kg = (0.03− 0.10)kc (9.20)
To test whether the solution is sound we perform a sensitivity analysis on the numerial
disretization. For the parameters kc = 1.3ref , km = 0.05kc, kg = 0.045kc we injet seawater
SW1 and vary the time step ∆T (by keeping the time onstant to 2 days and varying the number
of steps from 12 to 96). We then observe how the porosity distribution hanges (Fig 9.5).
There is a dierene in the solutions with the time step (the sale of variation is very limited
though) and we see that a large time step gives a relatively at distribution as expeted. Inreasing
the number of steps gives a more heterogeneous distribution and given enough steps the urves
will eventually onverge to the point that ell 1 has onstant reation rates given by the injetion
omposition (this is orret if we also rene the grid). We see that a time step of 0.5 hr (96
steps) ould be preferable, but the solution is also heterogeneous with a time step of 1 hr and this
timestep will be used. This also ts well with the time required for transporting the ions from ell
1.
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Figure 9.7: Mineral and porosity distributions after 2-10 days of injeting SW1.
When tting the parameters we have used the at part of the onentration-time urves re-
sulting from the simulations to ompare with experimental data. It is important that these values
do not hange signiantly with the hoie of the disretization so the same ase above is tested
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by omparing euents of Ca, So and Mg over 2 days when we use 6,12,18,24 and 48 time steps,
orresponding to time steps of 8, 4, 2.67, 2 and 1 hrs.
As seen from Fig 9.6 when the time step is oarse the urves look similar to the solution without
reations. When it dereases the urves onverge quikly: the last urve is given with twie as
many steps, but the dierene between it and the one before is less than the previous pair. The
urves with 24 and 48 steps deviate with less than 0.0001 mole / liter. Even the 12 step urve
ould be used whih is less than 0.0004 mole / liter from the 48 step urve. Using time steps of a
few hours is therefore aeptable, but in simulations where the rate onstants are higher the error
ould inrease.
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Figure 9.8: Top: Euent of Ca, So, Mg omparing injetion with SW1 vs SW2 and if there are
no reations (only 3 rst days shown). Bottom: Average mineral onentrations and porosity vs
time.
It is interesting to get preditions from the model and we are espeially interested in how the
injetion of a reative uid impats the omposition of the halk rok. Continuing our ase with
kc = 1.3ref , km = 0.05kc, kg = 0.045kc, we injet SW1 and observe the mineral and porosity
distribution with time (Fig 9.7). Timestep is 1 hr.
What is quite notieable is that alite dissolves, while magnesite and anhydrite preipitate
over the entire ore. The proess is most rapid near the inlet and less intense further into the
ore, but magnesite and anhydrite seem to preipitate more uniformly than alite dissolves. The
result is inreased porosity at the inlet and redued porosity further into the ore. Surprisingly
there seems to be a xed point whih does not hange porosity.
Even when we look at the extreme values of the porosity distribution there is little deviation
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from the initial porosity. Our assumption of a onstant and uniform porosity then seems to be
good.
If we hange the brine from SW1 to SW2 there is a notieable dierene in both the outlet
onentrations and the rok development (Fig 9.8). We let the simulation run over 10 days with
a time step of 1 hr.
Remember that the omposition of SW1 and SW2 are idential in Ca, So and Mg, but not in
Na and Cl and the ioni strength and ativity oeients (whih depends on ioni strength) dier
as a result. Sine Na and Ca do not partiipate in the reations the simulated hange is a result
of the dierene in ioni strength.
The solution without reations reahes the omposition of the injetion uid after about a
day and the solutions with reations stabilize after approximately the same time, but at dierent
levels. Espeially SW2 auses the ore to retain more Ca and So, resulting in a higher degree of
anhydrite preipitation. Apart from that there is little dierene in the mineral developments and
so the porosity is redued more with SW2 than with SW1.
Although there is little hange in the overall porosity (from 0.48 to about 0.47) there are
notieable hanges in the ore omposition and it should be possible to observe preipitated grains
of anhydrite and magnesite in a mirosope.
9.5.2 Dolomite model
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Figure 9.9: Left: No possible kd if kc is too low. Right: If kc is low kd will be high.
Also this model is based on seleting kc as a multiple of ref and the remaining parameters kd
and kg as multiples of kc. Note that dolomite takes the role of magnesite in this model and we
set km = 0. When we try to t kd to the 0.109 M MgCl2 injetion there is a problem if we start
with small kc. Let kc = 0.5ref . Then as seen left in Fig 9.9 there is no value for kd that will t
the experimental data.
Even though kd is varied from 0.1kc to 100kc there is little hange in the urves exept if kd is
low and then the urves t even worse. This limitation on kc was also observed in the magnesite
model produing a lower bound also there.
When kc is inreased to 1.0ref there is a t for kd = 10kc (right in Fig 9.9), marking the rst
kc with possible math. The proedure ontinues just as with magnesite. The 0.218 M MgCl2
experiment is heked and found to math the values of kc, kd (Fig 9.10). In other simulations
performed the experimental data of the 0.218 M solution was always reprodued.
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Figure 9.10: Left: Fit data to 0.109 M solution. Right: Comparison to 0.218 M solution.
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Figure 9.11: Left: Fit to SO-urve with SW1. Right: Comparison with SW2.
Then kg is determined to 0.04 kc by tting the simulated So-urve with the experimental. The
orresponding Ca- and Mg- urves do not really follow the trend in SW1. The following hek
with SW2 (whih had more long term data) verify that the parameters are not very good (see
Fig 9.11). Similar results was the ase in other simulations so nding parameters in the dolomite
model is more onstrained than in the magnesite model. However for higher values of kc it is
possible to get a good t to all the data.
Considering the parameters
kc = 1.8ref, kd = 0.007kc, kg = 0.025kc (9.21)
there is a good t for all the urves, although with SW2 (left in Fig 9.13) the deviations are a bit
higher than in the magnesite example.
Right in Fig 9.13 the parameters resulting from tting the given data are presented. For kc
between 1 and 1.6 times ref we an nd parameters to t the MgCl2 ases and the So-urves in
the seawater brines, but the simulated Ca- and So- urves are not lose enough to all it a math.
When kc is 1.8 or 2.0 times ref also this t is good (best for SW1) and we aept the parameters.
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Figure 9.12: Top: Euent of Ca, So, Mg omparing injetion with SW1 vs SW2 and if there are
no reations (only 3 rst days shown). Bottom: Average mineral onentrations and porosity vs
time.
Sine there were possible parameter ombinations for the dolomite model it an explain the
present experimental data, making dolomite a possible magnesium-based andidate mineral.
Flooding with SW1 and SW2 were performed in the dolomite ase (Fig 9.12) and we see the
same trends as in the magnesite model: alite dissolves and the outlet onentration of Ca is
greater than the one injeted. The opposite is true for Mg and So whih are held bak in the
ore to preipitate anhydrite and dolomite. The amount of eah mineral hanges linearly after a
very short time ausing the porosity to at the same way. Also in this ase there is a porosity
redution.
Note that the Ca urves do not stabilize at the same levels as those for magnesite, while those
for Mg and So are very similar. It is beause the last 2 were tted to the same experimental data
while the Ca urve followed from the parameters and the t with experiments is evaluated good
if it is in a ertain range.
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Figure 9.13: Left: Comparison against SW2 with parameters kc = 1.8ref , kd = 0.007kc, kg =
0.025kc. Right: Evaluation of dierent parameters.
9.5.3 Comparison of models
The simulations show that the t with experiments is good for both models, but more hoies are
possible with magnesite and a best t an be seleted if requested. However, it is apparent that
the rate expressions used in the model do not explain the observations properly. After a day or so
the simulated euent has stabilized its omposition and there is no hange after that. We have
onsidered espeially 2 ases: one for magnesite where kc = 1.3ref , km = 0.05kc, kg = 0.045kc
and one for dolomite where kc = 1.8ref , kd = 0.007kc, kg = 0.025kc.
In both the tests we injeted SW1. Top in Fig 9.14 we ompare the distributions of mineral
onentrations and porosity after 10 days. There are some variations in the absolute values, but
the trends are more or less the same. Down in Fig 9.14 we have plotted the expressions for
dV/V dx′ as given in eq (9.16). It shows that the gradient is less than 8.5% of V and sine x′ an
be no more than 1 we have that V an not vary with more than 8.5%. Thus a onstant V is a
reasonable assumption.
9.5.4 Inlusion of both minerals
Sine there exist parameters that t the experimental data when kd = 0 and when km = 0 we
have already found solutions to the general model.
However we also would like to have similar amounts of preipitated magnesite and dolomite to
rereate the SEM analysis disussed in subsetion 3.5.3. Initially the following proess was tried:
• Selet a value for kc while all other onstants are initially 0.
• Choose km so that the simulated Mg-urve falls exatly between the experimental data and
the ase if km = 0. In this way half the injeted magnesium ions that are lost to the ore
will preipitate to magnesite.
• Choose kd so that the simulated and experimental magnesium urves overlap. Then just as
many Mg-ions will have been retained in the ore
• Selet kg by tting So urve with SW data.
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Figure 9.14: Top: distribution of minerals and porosity after 10 days. Bottom: Chek of uniform
veloity assumption for magnesite and dolomite model, with SW1 and SW2.
However this proess has a onsiderable drawbak and that is to not onsider the oupling of
the system. When kd was inreased from 0 to its supposed value the simulation showed that the
average onentration of magnesite and dolomite were an order apart.
A more basi proedure was seleted to see if we ould nd a typial ratio between km and
kd that would result in similar amounts of preipitated moles. Basially we kept kc = 1, hose
km = 0.005 and varied kd to see how the amounts varied in an MgCl2 ase. The average mineral
onentration as a funtion of time is very linear (see right in Fig 9.15) so the end values were
used for omparison.
From the results presented in Fig 9.15 the ratio kd : km = 0.1 seems very good and is supported
by simulations with other values of km. Only at low values of kc does this ratio have to be hanged.
The parameter determination proeeds similar to the magnesite model:
• Selet a value for kc while all other onstants are initially 0.
• Choose km with kd taking the value 0.1km so that the simulated Mg-urve falls on the
experimental data for 0.109 M MgCl2.
• Compare 0.218 M MgCl2 simulation with these parameters.
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Figure 9.15: Left: Determining kd : km ratio to get similar amount moles preipitation. Right:
Average dolomite and magnesite onentrations vs time for two parameter hoies.
Figure 9.16: Parameters that t the experiments and give similar preipitation of dolomite and
magnesite.
• Selet kg by tting the So urve with SW1 data. Chek that Mg- and Ca- urves follow the
orret trend.
• Test parameters on simulation with SW2.
Given a spei kc the resulting parameters are presented in Fig 9.16. For kc less than 0.8 it was
not possible to keep magnesite and dolomite on the same level and still t the experimental data.
The parameter determination is illustrated for the ase
kc = 1.5ref, km = 0.03kc, kd = 0.003kc, kg = 0.035kc (9.22)
in Fig 9.17.
A simulation of injeting SW1 for several days was performed. The time step was 2 hrs. The
uid onentrations at the outlet are given in Fig 9.18. The pH and the ions taking instant
equilibrium are inluded this time and are seen to hange fast ompared to the other ions, quikly
adapting the new environment.
The mineral and porosity onentration hanges with time. As before alite dissolves, while
the other minerals preipitate throughout the ore. In this ase the eet on porosity is the same, a
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Figure 9.17: a: Find km and kd with 0.109 M MgCl2 data. b: Compare with 0.218 M MgCl2
test. : Find kg from SW1. d: Compare with SW2 data.
redution, but it is most signiant farthest from the inlet. Note how the average onentrations of
eah mineral and also the porosity behaves as a linear funtion with time. Dolomite and magnesite
(and oinidentally anhydrite) preipitate moles of the same magnitude as wanted and are plotted
together.
The rates and relative gradient of V are given at dierent times in Fig 9.20. They all onverge
to distint urves after a few days indiating that the system has reahed a steady state with
onvetion, diusion and reations. This will ontinue until there is a point in the ore where
alite does not exist. This should rst happen at the inlet. However the model will also predit
a very low porosity at the outlet and given enough time it should reah zero.
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Figure 9.18: Euents vs time. Dotted lines are the solution without reations.
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Figure 9.19: Top: Distribution of mineral 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entration and porosity at dierent times. Bottom:
Average mineral onentrations and porosity vs time.
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Chapter 10
Case II: Variable porosity and
permeability
10.1 Assumptions
The most important assumptions here are that the porosity now is updated in the equation system,
permeability varies loally with porosity, and the seepage veloity an be onsidered uniform over
the ore.
10.2 Theoretial permeability alulations
We an alulate the distribution of permeability given the distribution of porosity using
k(x, t) = k0(x)f(
φ(x, t)
φ0
) (10.1)
From Darys law we have
V (t) =
Q(t)
A
= −k(x, t)
ν
∂p
∂x
(x, t) = −ktot(t)
ν
∆P (t)
L
(10.2)
At any given time t we must have
k(x)
∂p
∂x
(x) = ktot
∆P
L
(10.3)
Numerially this is expressed as
ki
∆pi
∆x
= ktot
∆P
L
(10.4)
whih an also be written as
∆pi = ∆P
ktot
ki
∆x
L
(10.5)
Sine pressure drops are additive
∆P ≡
∑
i
∆pi =
∑
i
∆P
ktot
ki
∆x
L
= ∆Pktot
∆x
L
∑
i
1
ki
(10.6)
⇒ ktot∆x
L
∑
i
1
ki
= 1 (10.7)
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The overall permeability measured over the ore is then
ktot =
L
∆x
∑
i
1
ki
(10.8)
Note that this expression is most sensitive to the lowest values of the permeability distribution
as expeted indiating that a small region of low permeability an markedly redue the overall
permeability.
The pressure drop is simply
∆P (t) = − LνQ(t)
Aktot(t)
(10.9)
For the pressure distribution we an use an upwind formulation to simplify
∆pi = −∆xνQ(t)
Aki
(10.10)
∆pi = pi − pi−1 (10.11)
∆p1 = p1 −∆P (10.12)
∆pI = pI − pi−1 (10.13)
With these equations it is possible to derive the pressure distribution. This disussion is not
further investigated due lak of experimental data.
10.3 Test of assumption: Uniform V
Again we are interested in testing our assumptions by evaluating if the gradient of V really is 0.
The transformed water phase equation has the form
∂
∂t′
(φC) +
∂
∂x′
(CεV ′) = φτ
∑
ions
r˙i (10.14)
We use that C is onstant and solve for ∂x′V
′
∂
∂x′
(V ′) =
1
Cε
(τφ
∑
ions
r˙i − C ∂φ
∂t′
) (10.15)
where ∑
ions
r˙i = r˙c + 2r˙g + r˙m + 2r˙d (10.16)
Divide by V ′ and use that J ≡ εV ′ to get
∂V
V ∂x′
=
∂V ′
V ′∂x′
=
1
CJ
(τφ
∑
ions
r˙i − C ∂φ
∂t′
) (10.17)
The expression
∂φ
∂t′ is evaluated by taking the dierene in porosity at step n and n− 1 and divide
by the timestep.
10.4 The reation solver
The most important dierene in the reation solver is that the porosity used in the alulations
is not the onstant initial, but is updated with the solutions of the minerals in the ode solver. A
simple test with SW1 (whih is a reative brine) as initial water moving towards equilibrium is
given with the onstants from [23℄:
kc = ref, km = 0.09kc, kg = 0.03kc, kd = 0 (10.18)
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Figure 10.1: Variable porosity does not impat this equilibrium alulation.
It is ompared against the same data with the solver using the initial porosity in the equations.
As seen in Fig 10.1 the solutions are impossible to distinguish. Only at small levels are there
any dierenes. The reason is that the porosity hanges so little from the initial (0.0003 ompared
to 0.48) that it does not impat the solution.
10.5 The onvetion/diusion solver
Sine the stability riterion for this solver was not really proven to be TVD we want to test
how robust it is by heking if extreme onditions are solved in a stable manner. The following
parameters were used for the simulation:
Cinitial = 10 Cinj = 50 φaverage = 0.5 q = 1 J = qφaverage = 0.5 dx = 0.01 (10.19)
φ =

0.7, 0 < x < 0.3
0.3, 0.3 < x < 0.6
0.5, 0.6 < x < 1
D =

1, 0 < x < 0.3
0, 0.3 < x < 0.6
1, 0.6 < x < 1
(10.20)
Both the harmoni mean and the arithmeti mean were tested for D, while φ used the arith-
meti mean. The simulation results after 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 days together with the initial
distribution are given in Fig 10.2. Note that the solution shows total onentration and not pore
onentration.
The solution with the arithmeti mean seems unphysial while the one with the harmoni mean
seems more orret. Sine the jumps in φ and D were extreme it is assumed the algorithm will
handle smoother onditions.
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Figure 10.2: Test of the onvetion / diusion solver with arithmeti mean (top) and harmoni
mean (bottom) for the diusion oeient D.
10.6 Full sale simulation
In the previous hapter we argued that the small hange in porosity would not impat the solution,
but now we want to test if these assumptions are true and if the estimates are orret. To do this
we rst performed a small test of injeting 0.109 M MgCl2 for 1 day, with a time step of 2 hrs.
The parameters were those from [23℄:
kc = ref, km = 0.09kc, kg = 0.03kc, kd = 0 (10.21)
We ompare the euent of Mg and Ca and observe the distribution in porosity after 1 day (see
Fig 10.3). For a referene sale they are ompared to the solution without reations and the
initial distribution. What is lear is that also this ase is idential to its ounterpart with onstant
porosity, beause the porosity is so lose to onstant during the simulation.
This also illustrates that the parameters found using the onstant porosity assumption is sound.
Next we repeated the simulation of injeting SW1 for several days with the parameters
kc = 1.5ref, km = 0.03kc, kd = 0.003kc, kg = 0.035kc (10.22)
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Figure 10.3: Comparing onstant and variable porosity models with injetion of 0.109 M MgCl2.
(idential to the ase in the previous hapter). The timestep was 2 hrs.
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Figure 10.4: Comparison of onstant and variable porosity models by onsidering euents from
injeting SW1
The euents of Ca, So, Mg, Na, Cl and pH are given in Fig 10.4 omparing with the ase of
onstant porosity. For sale we have inluded solutions without reations (they are idential to
the ase with no reations for Na and Cl). There is a small, but notieable dierene already from
the start. The solutions make a peak value, before slowly desending towards the at level of the
onstant porosity solution. This is most learly seen for Cl in this ase. The lab data often had
suh eets, but on a muh larger sale. Several simulations did not reprodue anything similar
to that sale.
Sine D an vary in this ase we plot its distribution with time in Fig 10.5. It is seen that
the diusion oeient inreases with time, and mostly near the outlet. The hange is not very
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signiant (from initial 2.115 to a maximum of 2.16 after 20 days).
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Figure 10.5: Distribution of diusion oeients.
Again this an be onneted bak to a small hange in porosity. A seen in Fig 10.6 the porosity
has not hanged to more than 0.47 from an initial 0.48 after 20 days. The solutions with onstant
and variable porosity are very similar. When zooming in at the last 5 days of the simulation
it is possible to see some variation in the average onentrations and porosity. Looking at the
distributions on a normal sale the impression is they are not aeted.
Finally we onsider the rate expression and the test for uniform V . These distributions at
dierent times are given in Fig 10.7. When omparing this gure with Fig 9.20 we see that the
distributions do not onverge, but eah point seems to move with a onstant speed along the y-
axis. The reason is probably the linear derease in porosity so that although the uid omposition
is the same there is less pore volume to reate minerals and so the rate drops. The values for the
relative gradient of V are less than 0.073 a number that is less than for onstant porosity, perhaps
indiating that this model is better. Sine this distribution approahes 0 the assumption seems to
improve with time.
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Figure 10.6: Top: average mineral onentrations and porosity with time for variable and onstant
porosity. Bottom: Mineral and porosity distributions at initial (dotted lines), 5, 10, 15 and 20
days. Solution for variable porosity is given only at 5 and 20 days with rossed points.
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Figure 10.7: Distributions of the rates of eah mineral and the relative gradient of V
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Chapter 11
Disussion
We will review some of the most important assumptions made in the model and evaluate them
• Na and Cl are not reative: This is a very good assumption sine their experimental euents
math very losely with the simulated values.
• Ca, Mg and So are reative ions: The experiments and simulations indiate that they are
beause the euent is dierent from the injeted brine.
• The diusion oeient is the same for all ions: From the slopes of some of the urves we see
that this ould be a rough assumption (see the NaCl data for example), but and it rarely
mathes with the early time euents of ions suh as Ca, Mg and So. This is believed to be
related to the next point, though.
• Constant rate oeients: This is a rough assumption. Initially there should a lot of available
surfae area of alite ausing a high reation rate, while after a period of preipitation of
other minerals the injeted brine does not ome into ontat so easily with the alite,
reduing the observed dissolution. This gradual preipitation on the rok surfae ould also
explain why the euents are steadily dereasing or inreasing in the experimental ases and
hopefully also the initial jump in euent.
• Negleting Cco in expression for harge balane: ideally this should be xed, although nding
Ch then beomes solving a 3rd degree polynomial.
• Constant and uniform porosity: For the data we have onsidered this is a very good assump-
tion, sine the maximum estimated hange in porosity is just 0.01.
• Constant seepage veloity V : The simulated data suggest that V would hange no more
than 8% whih is onsidered little enough to be onstant.
• Constant visosity ν: it ould hange with omposition, but this is not onsidered.
• Initial omposition: We have assumed the entire ore is omposed of alite and that every-
thing is uniform initially. It is reasonable for a ore plug.
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Appendix A
General model in 3D
The following equations model the distribution of C,Cna, Ccl, Cca, Cso, Cmg, ρc, ρg, ρm, ρd, p with
position x, y, z and time t.
∂t(φC) +∇(C−→V ) = φ(r˙c + 2r˙g + r˙m + 2r˙d) (A.1)
∂t(φCna)−∇(Dφ∇Cna) = −∇(Cna−→V ) (A.2)
∂t(φCcl)−∇(Dφ∇Ccl) = −∇(Ccl−→V ) (A.3)
∂t(φCca)−∇(Dφ∇Cca) = φ(r˙c + r˙g + r˙d)−∇(Cca−→V ) (A.4)
∂t(φCso)−∇(Dφ∇Cso) = φr˙g −∇(Cso−→V ) (A.5)
∂t(φCmg)−∇(Dφ∇Cmg) = φ(r˙m + r˙d)−∇(Cmg−→V ) (A.6)
∂tρc = −φr˙c (A.7)
∂tρg = −φr˙g (A.8)
∂tρm = −φr˙m (A.9)
∂tρd = −φr˙d (A.10)
Mw
ωw
φC +
Mc
ωc
ρc +
Mg
ωg
ρg +
Mm
ωm
ρm +
Md
ωd
ρd = 1 (A.11)
D ≡ (Dmφ+ α |
−→
V |
φ
)I (A.12)
V ≡ −kI
ν
∇(p− ωwgz) (A.13)
The most signiant dierenes from 5.7.3 are that
• we use the ∇ operator instead of a single spae-derivative
• D and k are now in tensor form sine they in general an be anisotropi. Above we have
assumed isotropi onditions, and therefore the identity matrix I has been used.
• Darys law for V must be expressed as the gradient of the pressure potential sine hydrostati
pressure dierene does not produe ow.
All else (rates, aqueous onentrations, et) an be onsidered the same as dened in hapter 5.
Note espeially that the same simplifying assumptions apply.
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Appendix B
Basis for k − φ-orrelations
B.1 Correlations based on diret estimation
In [24℄ several orrelations are evaluated to predit overall permeability k from dierent parameters.
One orrelation inluding only porosity φ is
logk = aφ+ b⇔ k = 10aφ+b = 10b ∗ 10aφ = a0eb0φ (B.1)
It had a low average of orrelation oeients (R2avr ≈ 0.3) for the dierent sets and φ is therefore
not a very good preditor by itself. This was expeted sine many permeabilities an orrespond
to the same porosity.
By using a variable alled eetive porosity φe there was a lear relation to overall permeability
given by
log k = a log(φe) + b⇔ k = 10a log(φe)+b = 10bφae = a0φb0e (B.2)
giving very good agreement between estimated and measured permeability (R2 ≈ 0.9). φe is given
by
φe =
ckφ(1− Swr)
(1− φ(1 − Swr))2 + ck (B.3)
where Swr is irreduible water saturation and ck is eieny of pore struture modied by irre-
duible water saturation. The input parameters are really formation resistivity fator F , φ and
Swr. Assuming φ is high (good assumption for halk) and Swr is low we get
φe =
ckφ(1− Swr)
(1− φ(1 − Swr))2 + ck ≈
ckφ
(1− φ)2 + ck ≈
ckφ
ck
= φ (B.4)
showing that the orrelation
k = aφb (B.5)
might be good. Espeially if the porosity is uniform suh a orrelation should give a good estimate.
B.2 Correlations based on hanges in struture
In this ase we onsider a porous rok that has its properties hanged heterogeneously by hemial
reations. We are espeially interested in halks reation to seawater or similar injetion uids,
but in lak of suh data we onsider aid leaning of porous roks. Although these reations
are more violent and an reate new hannels, the operation is per denition below the frature
pressure and should work by expanding the pores the aid ows through. The orrelations dier
from another in absolute values, but we are primarily interested in the type of orrelations that
an be applied to the hemial leaning.
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In [25℄ the following suggestions (left side) are used by Fogler and oauthors:
k
k0
= F (
φ
φ0
)g ⇔ k = aφb (B.6)
k
k0
= eβ(
∆φ
∆φmax
) ⇔ k = aebφ (B.7)
A good reason for only using porosity as a variable is that we an onsider the pore throats as
a region of loally low porosity. When a distribution of permeability k was assumed (given by a
relation suh as above) an overall permeability kt ould be alulated and in [25℄ the experimental
results were in reasonable agreement with predition.
[18℄ also mentions a k−φ relation as k = cφ3/s2 where  is Kozeny's onstant (found by Kozeny
to be 0.22-0.24 for porous materials) and s is grain surfae area per bulk volume. For a given
rok it would seem all we needed to determine was a representative value of s, however we do not
know how how this value will hange when hemial reations alter the mirostruture itself and
assuming it to be onstant here seems unreliable.
B.3 Comparison
The 2 methods above dier between a diret orrelation of overall permeability with overall poros-
ity and that of treating both porosity and permeability as nonuniform and giving overall estimates
based on these distributions. It is believed that the last method is the best and most relevant for
this appliation.
B.4 Correlations between loal permeability and loal poros-
ity
As desribed in setion 5.4 we require a orrelation f(·) suh that k/k0 = f(φ/φ0) whih ts
f(1) = 1 f(0) = 0 f ′ > 0 f ′′ < 0 (B.8)
B.4.1 Suggestion I: f = axb + c
Going through the requirements we an restrit the values of a, b and c.
f(0) = c = 0 (B.9)
f(1) = a = 1 (B.10)
f ′ = bxb−1 > 0→ b > 0 (B.11)
f ′′ = b(b− 1)xb−2 < 0→ b− 1 < 0 (B.12)
A possible relation that ts the requirements is then
f(x) = xb, 0 < b < 1 (B.13)
Note that this orrelation would be unphysial sine a doubling of the porosity would not even
double the permeability.
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B.4.2 Suggestion II: f = aebx + c
f(0) = a+ c = 0→ c = −a (B.14)
f(1) = aeb + c = aeb − a = a(eb − 1) = 1→ a = 1
eb − 1 (B.15)
f ′ = abebx =
bebx
eb − 1 > 0→
b
eb − 1 > 0 (B.16)
f ′′ = ab2ebx = b
bebx
eb − 1 < 0→ b < 0 sine
b
eb − 1 > 0 (B.17)
b < 0→ eb < 1→ eb − 1 < 0 (B.18)
eb − 1 > b→ b > 0 (B.19)
The last impliation is true sine the two expressions have equal value and derivative at b = 0 and
the derivative of the left expression is inreasing to the right and dereasing to the left, while the
left side has onstant slope. Sine the only possible value for b then is 0 we get f = e
x
−1
e−1 leaving
little room for experimental tting.
B.4.3 Suggestion III: Stepwise smooth f
We assume a funtion of the form
f = f1(x) for 0 < x < 1 and f = f2(x) for x > 1 (B.20)
Both fi = aix
bi + ci or both fi = aie
bix + ci (B.21)
The reason for ([?℄) is that the proesses of leaning (inreased porosity) and lling (dereasing
porosity) have or should at least be permitted to have dierent eets on permeability. ([?℄) is
used so that equal behavior an be reeted in equal funtions. We modify our requirements
aordingly:
• f(0) = 0→ f1(0) = 0
• f(1) = 1→ f1(1) = f2(1) = 1
• f ′ > 0→ f ′1, f ′2 > 0
• f ′′2 < 0 if leaning widens pore throats eetive
• f ′′1 > 0 if grain deposition lls the pores to a higher degree than plugging pore throats
As shown the rst 3 requirements on f1 gives a funtion of the form x
b1
with b1 > 0. The last
requirement is that f ′′1 = b1(b1 − 1)xb1−2 > 0 whih leads to b1 > 1. Regarding f2 = a2xb2 + c2
we have
f2(1) = a2 + c2 = 1 (B.22)
f ′2 = a2b2x
b2−1 > 0→ a2b2 > 0 (B.23)
f ′′2 = a2b2(b2 − 1)xb2−2 < 0→ b2 < 1 (B.24)
The total expression for f is then
f =
{
xa 0 < x < 1
bxc + 1− b x > 1 (B.25)
with
a > 1; b > 0; 0 < c < 1 (B.26)
or a > 1; b, c < 0 (B.27)
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With the other funtional form fi(x) = aie
bix + ci we get
f1(0) = a1 + c1 = 0 (B.28)
f1(1) = a1e
b1 − a1 = 1→ a1 = 1
eb1 − 1 (B.29)
f ′1 = a1b1e
b1x > 0→ a1b1 > 0 (B.30)
f ′′1 = a1b
2
1e
b1x > 0→ 1
eb1 − 1 , b1 > 0→ b1 > 0 (B.31)
f2(1) = a2e
b2 + c2 = 1 (B.32)
f ′2 = a2b2e
b2x > 0→ a2b2 > 0 (B.33)
f ′′2 = a2b
2
2e
b2x < 0→ a2, b2 < 0 (B.34)
In this ase f is
f =
{
eax−1
ea−1 0 < x < 1
becx + 1− bec x > 1 (B.35)
with
a > 0; b, c < 0 (B.36)
Note that either of these formulas require determination of 3 parameters and need suient
measurements of permeability and porosity from both a leaning proess and a deposition proess.
The formula should be used to desribe the loal permeability sine the porosity distribution an
develop heterogeneously. One ould also simplify by applying it to the minimum porosity sine
this is what eetively determines the ow resistane.
A more omplex approah that inludes hysteresis eets between porosity and permeability
would be to look at a dierential of the form
dk =
{
r+(φ, k)dφ , dφ > 0
r−(φ, k)dφ , dφ < 0
(B.37)
where r+ and r− are positive funtions desribing the rate of hange of permeability if porosity
inreases or dereases. As seen the rates should depend on the instant porosity and permeability.
B.4.4 Seleted orrelation
Sine pressure data is not available for the given experimental data and no attempt has been
made to produe suh results we an rather guess a orrelation and show how this would aet
the overall permeability and pressure response.
B.4.5 Suggested experimental investigation of relation between k and φ
We want to nd out how the permeability of a ore of halk will be aeted by a hange in
its porosity. The porosity alteration is made by exposing the ore to a hemially reative uid
(for example MgCl2-solution). This involves keeping a onstant temperature and pressure sine
dierent states will result in dierent reation behavior.
• First measure initial porosity and permeability
• The uid should be pumped through the ore at a slow rate sine newly deposited grains
may be removed by the ow. Density and visosity of the uid an be measured separately
or be omputed and the permeability an be alulated by measuring the pressure drop and
length over the ore and knowing the volume rate:
q = −kA
µ
∆P
∆x
(B.38)
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• The porosity an be measured by weighing the wet ore after the permeability test, dry it
and then weigh the dry ore.
• The injetion an proeed and when a signiant inrease/derease in the pressure drop over
the ore has been reahed a new measurement an be performed.
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Appendix C
The eetive diusion oeient D
C.1 Denition of D
Given an imaginary surfae drawn through a uid phase. If there is a onentration gradient over
the surfae there will be a diusive ux aross the surfae given by Fiks rst law [10, 7℄:
Diusive ux = −Diusion oeient · Conentration gradient (C.1)
Cv = −D · ∂C
∂x
(C.2)
C is onentration, D whih is the proportionality onstant is dened as the diusion oeient
and v is the indued omponent veloity aross the surfae.
C.2 Experimental determination of D
Given 2 uids of same phase but unequal onentration C of a substane we an onsider a
displaement proess. Experiments onduted with onstant interstitial veloity v and onstant
eetive diusion oeient D an analytially be shown to obey the dierential equation
∂C
∂t
= −v ∂C
∂x
+D
∂2C
∂x2
(C.3)
If we take onstant porosity and no hemial reations in the transport equations for our model
we get the same
∂t(φCi)− ∂x(Dφ∂xCi) = φr˙i + ∂x(Ci k
ν
∂xp) (C.4)
φ∂t(Ci)−Dφ∂2x(Ci) = −∂x(CiV ) (C.5)
φ∂t(Ci) = −φv∂x(Ci) +Dφ∂2x(Ci) (C.6)
∂t(Ci) = −v∂x(Ci) +D∂2x(Ci) (C.7)
The dierential equation above with initial onditions C(x, 0) = 0 for all x > 0 and boundary
onditions C(0, t) = 1, C(∞, t) = 0 for t > 0 has the analytial solution
C(x, t) =
1
2
[
1− erf
(
x− vt
2
√
Dt
)]
(C.8)
for normalized onentration C and erf(·) is the error-funtion. By omparing the prole at the
outlet with the error funtion we an estimate D for a ertain porosity and interstitial veloity.
The proedure is explained in better detail in [7℄.
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Some important assumptions in the derivation of this solution and thus estimation of D are
that the uid is one-phase (whih holds for dierent brines), but also equal densities and mobilities.
The density assumption typially onerns gravity override (this is negligible when the densities
are as lose as they are) and mobility ratio eetively means visosity ratio (sine the uids are
single phase). High salinity an inrease visosity. If the displaing uid is less visous it an nger
through and inrease the dispersion. It is assumed suh eets are negligible by using a onstant
visosity ν.
C.3 Correlations for D
Aording to [7℄ the eetive dispersion oeient D an be written as the sum of an apparent
moleular diusion omponent Dma and a onvetive-dispersive omponent Dcd
D = Dma +Dcd (C.9)
The Dma is a orretion of the moleular diusion oeient Dm due to the porous paths the ions
travel to move a horizontal distane depending on formation (resistivity) fator FR and porosity
φ. Dcd depends on interstitial veloity v, the formation inhomogeneity fator FI and the average
partile diameter dp. Visous ngering depends on the presene of a pressure drop and should be
related to the onvetive part, but we assume a onstant visosity and ideal behavior.
The Perkins-Johnston orrelation states that
D =
Dm
FRφ
+
vFIdp
2
(C.10)
The formation fator FR is dened as the resistivity measured over a ore saturated with a given
uid, divided by the resistivity of the uid itself. Aording to [8℄ FR an be orrelated to porosity
and lithology by an expression of the form
FR = aφ
m
(C.11)
Espeially for halk and tight formations the relation is given by
FR =
1
φ2
(C.12)
To determine useful values for the other parameters we onsider the literature.
• A study of the North Sea halk eld Gorm in [18℄ disusses Gorms formation properties. Over
the depth of 6989 to 7330 feet the porosity varies between 23− 43%, permeability between
0.1− 4.6 mD and average partile diameter varies from 1.0 to 3.0 µm for the dierent zones.
• In [19℄ a arbonate system is onsidered where several models are ompared to optimize slug
size to displae oil. It is assumed FIdp = 0.0036 m, Dm for oil/solvent is 2 ∗ 10−9 m2/s and
Dm for gas/solvent is 1 ∗ 10−7 m2/s.
• [20℄ desribes an immisible displaement, but mentions that the homogeneity fator partile
diameter produt for sandstone typially has a value in the range FIdp = 0.001− 0.006 m.
Also Dm is a 10
−9 m2/s for liquids and 10−7 m2/s for gases.
[10℄ provides the Robinson-Stokes formula for the traer moleular oeient DA of speies A
(whih is interpreted as the moleular diusion oeient):
DA =
RTλ0A
F 2|zA| (C.13)
where R is the gas onstant, F is the Faraday onstant, zA is the ioni harge, T is absolute
temperature and λ0A is the equivalent limiting ondutane of the ion. A table of values for DA
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is given in [10℄ at 3 dierent temperatures: 0, 18 and 25 degrees Celsius. The data seems to be
linear, meaning that also λ0A is onstant over that range. Extrapolating these data to 130 degrees
(see Fig C.1) we get dierent values, but the average (we have assumed one oeient for all ions
in the model) is approximately 35 ·10−6cm2/s = 3.5 ·10−9m2/s. This value is similar to that used
in the other soures, the unertainty is only the validity of the stated assumptions.
Figure C.1: Extrapolated data of traer moleular oeients.
We are mostly looking for typial values and their appropriate magnitude. For a given sample of
ore data these values should be found more aurately as desribed above. With no experimental
information we would settle with Dm = 3.5 · 10−9 m2/s and FIdp = 0.004 m. These values are
assumed onstant although hemial alterations may suggest otherwise. The resulting orrelation
is then
D = Dmφ+
V
φ
FIdp
2
(C.14)
When we estimate this orrelation more losely we will measure the initial porosity φ, the moleular
diusion oeient is assumed Dm = 3.5 · 10−9m2/s, V is determined by the injetion rate and
the overall diusion oeient D is adjusted to t experimental data. Then
FIdp
2 whih will also
be alled α an be determined diretly.
In the numerial programming low values of φ will inrease D greatly and may ause numerial
instabilities. In pratie we ould therefore give a lower limit to the value of φ in the denominator.
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Appendix D
TVD-analysis
D.1 The onvetion/diusion solver for onstant porosity
From subsetion 7.3.2 we derived a numerial expression for the onvetion/diusion solver:
ρn+1i = ρi − λ
(
[V ρi −D0 ρi+1 − ρi
∆x
]− [V ρi−1 −D0 ρi − ρi−1
∆x
]
)
(D.1)
From this we an express the neighbor ell as
ρn+1i+1 = ρi+1 − λ
(
[V ρi+1 −D0 ρi+2 − ρi+1
∆x
]− [V ρi −D0 ρi+1 − ρi
∆x
]
)
(D.2)
Taking the dierene we get
ρn+1i+1 − ρn+1i = ρi+1 − ρi − λ
(
[V ρi+1 −D0 ρi+2 − ρi+1
∆x
]− [V ρi −D0 ρi+1 − ρi
∆x
]
)
+λ
(
[V ρi −D0 ρi+1 − ρi
∆x
]− [V ρi−1 −D0 ρi − ρi−1
∆x
]
)
(D.3)
= (ρi+2 − ρi+1)[λD0
∆x
] + (ρi+1 − ρi)[1− λV − 2λD0
∆x
]
+(ρi − ρi−1)[λV + λD0
∆x
] (D.4)
Assume rst that
|1− λV − 2λD0
∆x
| = 1− λV − 2λD0
∆x
≥ 0 (D.5)
Then
|ρn+1i+1 − ρn+1i | ≤
|ρi+2 − ρi+1|(λD0
∆x
) + |ρi+1 − ρi|(1− λV − 2λD0
∆x
) + |ρi − ρi−1|(λV + λD0
∆x
) (D.6)
From the denition we have
TV n+1 =
∞∑
i=−∞
|ρn+1i+i − ρn+1i |∆x TV n =
∞∑
i=−∞
|ρni+i − ρni |∆x (D.7)
so summing eq (D.6) over all i we get
TV n+1 ≤ TV n(λD0
∆x
) + TV n(1− λV − 2λD0
∆x
) + TV n(λV + λ
D0
∆x
) (D.8)
= TV n (D.9)
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Note that eq (D.5) is the same as the riterion (7.112).
Our next assumption is
|1− λV − 2λD0
∆x
| = −(1− λV − 2λD0
∆x
) ≥ 0 (D.10)
Then
|ρn+1i+1 − ρn+1i | ≤
|ρi+2 − ρi+1|(λD0
∆x
)− |ρi+1 − ρi|(1− λV − 2λD0
∆x
) + |ρi − ρi−1|(λV + λD0
∆x
) (D.11)
TV n+1 ≤ TV n(λD0
∆x
)− TV n(1− λV − 2λD0
∆x
) + TV n(λV + λ
D0
∆x
) (D.12)
= TV n[λ
D0
∆x
− 1 + λV + 2λD0
∆x
+ λV + λ
D0
∆x
] (D.13)
= TV n[−1 + 4λD0
∆x
+ 2λV ] (D.14)
For the variation to remain bounded we require
−1 + 4λD0
∆x
+ 2λV ≤ 1 (D.15)
−2 + 4λD0
∆x
+ 2λV ≤ 0 (D.16)
−(1− λV − 2λD0
∆x
) ≤ 0 (D.17)
When we ompare this with eq (D.10) we see that only one value of ∆t is useful. This same value
is the upper limit of the interval given by (D.5). In onlusion we have that the method is TVD if
1− λV − 2λD0
∆x
≥ 0 (D.18)
D.2 The onvetion/diusion solver for variable porosity
When porosity an vary our onvetion/diusion solver looks like
ρn+1i = ρi + λ
(
[D0,i+1/2φ0,i+1/2(∂x
ρ
φ0
)i+1/2]− [D0,i−1/2φ0,i−1/2(∂x
ρ
φ0
)i−1/2]
)
−λ
(
J(
ρ
φ0
)i+1/2 − J(
ρ
φ0
)i−1/2
)
(D.19)
= ρi +
λ
∆x
(
[D0,i+1/2φ0,i+1/2(
ρi+1
φ0,i+1
− ρi
φ0,i
)]− [D0,i−1/2φ0,i−1/2(
ρi
φ0,i
− ρi−1
φ0,i−1
)]
)
−λJ
(
ρi
φ0,i
− ρi−1
φ0,i−1
)
(D.20)
Taking dierenes we get
ρn+1i+1 − ρn+1i = ρi+1 − ρi
+
λ
∆x
(
[D0,i+1.5φ0,i+1.5(
ρi+2
φ0,i+2
− ρi+1
φ0,i+1
)]− [D0,i+0.5φ0,i+0.5( ρi+1
φ0,i+1
− ρi
φ0,i
)]
)
− λ
∆x
(
[D0,i+0.5φ0,i+0.5(
ρi+1
φ0,i+1
− ρi
φ0,i
)]− [D0,i−0.5φ0,i−0.5( ρi
φ0,i
− ρi−1
φ0,i−1
)]
)
−λJ
(
(
ρi+1
φ0,i+1
− ρi
φ0,i
)− ( ρi
φ0,i
− ρi−1
φ0,i−1
)
)
(D.21)
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Now let
D+0 ≡ max
i
(Dn0,i) φ
+
0 ≡ max
i
(φn0,i) φ
−
0 ≡ min
i
(φn0,i) (D.22)
Assume for simpliity that we an replae D and φ by D+0 and φ
+
0 in the fators and φ
−
0 in the
denominators. This transfers all the variation to the variation in ρ, but enhanes it if the porosity
distribution is nonuniform. Then
ρn+1i+1 − ρn+1i = ρi+1 − ρi
+
λ
∆x
(
[D+0 φ
+
0 (
ρi+2
φ−0
− ρi+1
φ−0
)]− [D+0 φ+0 (
ρi+1
φ−0
− ρi
φ−0
)]
)
− λ
∆x
(
[D+0 φ
+
0 (
ρi+1
φ−0
− ρi
φ−0
)]− [D+0 φ+0 (
ρi
φ−0
− ρi−1
φ−0
)]
)
−λJ
(
(
ρi+1
φ−0
− ρi
φ−0
)− ( ρi
φ−0
− ρi−1
φ−0
)
)
(D.23)
= ρi+1 − ρi
+
λD+0 φ
+
0
∆xφ−0
([ρi+2 − ρi+1]− [ρi+1 − ρi])
−λD
+
0 φ
+
0
∆xφ−0
([ρi+1 − ρi]− [ρi − ρi−1])
−λJ
φ−0
([ρi+1 − ρi]− [ρi − ρi−1]) (D.24)
= (ρi+2 − ρi+1)[λD
+
0 φ
+
0
∆xφ−0
]
+(ρi+1 − ρi)[1− λ J
φ−0
− 2λD
+
0 φ
+
0
∆xφ−0
]
+(ρi − ρi−1)[λ J
φ−0
+ λ
D+0 φ
+
0
∆xφ−0
] (D.25)
Note that eq (D.25) has exatly the same form as eq (D.4) and following a similar analysis as
in setion D.1 the resulting stability riterion beomes
λ
J
φ−0
+ 2λ
D+0 φ
+
0
∆xφ−0
≤ 1 ⇔ ∆t ≤ φ
−
0 ∆x
2
J∆x+ 2D+0 φ
+
0
(D.26)
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